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ABSTRACT

Providing sufficient accuracy at low-computational cost, not surprisingly, densityfunctional theory (DFT) is a standard tool in theoretical material science. Similarly,
quantum-electrodynamical density-functional theory (QEDFT) provides a promising route to describe experiments at the interface of quantum optics and quantum chemistry. Formally, in the Kohn-Sham (KS) formulation of DFT and QEDFT
the exact many-particle Schrödinger equation is replaced by a set of coupled
non-linear one-particle differential equations. The electron-electron, the electronion and the electron-photon interactions of the interacting system are mimicked
by their corresponding effective KS potential with an, in principle unknown
exchange-correlation (xc) term. In practice, DFT and QEDFT require approximations for this xc potential. The quality of which fully determines how much the
DFT and QEDFT observables deviate from the exact ones. Understanding the shortcomings and improving the quality of approximate functionals makes the study
of the exact functional of model systems indispensable.
Here, we employ exact diagonalization for the Hamiltonian of different types
of real-space lattice models in one spatial dimension to access the ground-state
wave function, and thus to explicitly construct the exact functionals of DFT and
QEDFT. To study the functional behavior of purely electronic systems, we consider
two singlet-state electrons moving in an external potential with two connected
atomic wells of variable depth and distance. To study coupled electron-photon
systems, we consider the Rabi Hamiltonian with variable electron-photon coupling strength. By varying the model parameters, we systematically construct
the functionals for systems from weak to strong coupling between the building blocks of the global system. Using the concept of the effective density-topotential map, we discuss the intrasystem steepening which is an exact condition
on the xc functional that captures the static correlation present in the system and
carve out how it relates to the well-known intersystem derivative discontinuity.
We further construct arbitrary observables as functionals of the internal variables
which are directly affected by such features of the effective density-to-potential
map. By constructing the reduced dipole map in the four-particle case of coupled
electron-photon system, we show that the density-to-potential map helps to identify and understand recently discovered physical effects in the field of strongly
coupled electron-photon systems.
This work provides a contribution to the development of approximate functionals required in practical density-functional calculations of arbitrary experimentally accessible observables. Both the intrasystem steepening and the intersystem
derivative discontinuity play a crucial role for systems with highly-localized electrons. Including both features in approximate functionals will improve the accuracy of DFT evaluation of observables for such systems. Those results provide
novel insight into the properties of the exact xc potentials in QEDFT. This work
opens a new route to construct new functionals using coarse-grained or embedding approaches within the general and exact frameworks of DFT and QEDFT.
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Z U S A M M E N FA S S U N G

Die Dichtefunktionaltheorie (DFT) ermöglicht computergestützte Berechnungen
von Materialeigenschaften mit ausreichend hoher Rechengenauigkeit bei geringer Rechenzeit. Eine ähnlich vielversprechende Methode ist die quantenelektrodynamische Dichtefunktionaltheorie (QEDFT), die eine Beschreibung von Experimenten an der Schnittstelle zwischen der Quantenoptik und der Chemie erlaubt.
In der Kohn-Sham Formulierung der DFT sowie der QEDFT wird die Vielteilchen
Schrödingergleichung durch ein System von gekoppelten Einteilchengleichungen ersetzt. Sowohl die Elektron-Elektron, die Elektron-Ion als auch die ElektronPhoton Wechselwirkung wird in den gekoppelten Einteilchengleichungen durch
ihr jeweiliges effektives Kohn-Sham-Potenzial beschrieben. Im Allgemeinen ist
der Austausch-Korrelations (xc) Anteil des Kohn-Sham-Potenzials jedoch unbekannt und muss genähert werden. Inwieweit die DFT-Rechnungslösungen von
den exakten Observablen abweichen, hängt von der Qualität der gewählten Näherung ab. Die Kenntnis der Eigenschaften von Funktionalen der Modelsysteme sind entscheidend um Näherungen für ein konkretes physikalisches System
besser einzuordnen und die DFT-Näherungen qualitativ zu verbessern. Mittels
exakter Diagonalisierung des Hamiltonians berechnen wir den Grundzustand
von Modelsystemen im diskretisierten ein-dimensionalen Ortsraum und können
somit die exakten DFT- und QEDFT-Funktionale berechnen. Wir untersuchen die
Funktionale von rein elektronischen Systemen mit zwei Elektronen im Singletzustand, die sich im externen Potenzial zweier Molekültöpfe mit variablen Abstand und variabler Potenzialtopftiefe bewegen. Die Funktionale der gekoppelten Elektron-Photon Systeme werden unter Verwendung des Rabi Hamiltonians
mit variabler Elektron-Photon Kopplungstärke untersucht. Die Modelparameter
erlauben uns systematisch die Kopplungsstärke zwischen den einzelnen Systembestandteile zu variieren und deren zugehörigen Funktionale zu untersuchen.
Unter Zuhilfenahme der effektiven Dichte-zu-Potenzialabbildung, diskutieren
wir den intra-systemaren Anstieg, der die Korrelation im System beschreibt.
Wir diskutieren wie sich dieser zu der bekannten Ableitungsunstetigkeit der DFT
verhält. Darüberhinaus berechnen wir die Funktionalabhängigkeit ausgewählter
Observablen, die durch die Eigenschaften der Dichte-zu-Potenzial Abbildung
bestimmt ist. Wir kommen zu dem Schluss, dass die Dichte-zu-Potenzial Abbildung einen wesentlichen Beitrag zum Verständis der kürzlich untersuchten physikalische Effekte im starken Kopplungslimit beiträgt. Die im Rahmen der Dissertation untersuchten Eigenschaften exakter Funktionale können zur Entwicklung
von den in der DFT und QEDFT erforderlichen Näherungsfunktionalen herangezogen werden. Der intra-systemare Anstieg und die Ableitungsunstetigkeit spielen
eine zentrale Rolle für stark lokalisierte Vielteilchensysteme und sollten daher
zur Verbesserung für die Näherungen dieser Systeme berücksichtigt werden. Die
in der Arbeit gezeigten Ergebnisse geben einen Einblick in die Eigenschaften der
xc-Potenziale der QEDFT, die zur Funktionalentwicklung im Rahmen von eingebetteten Theorien und Grobkornnäherungen herangezogen werden können.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Modern high-technology applications including electronic, magnetic and optical
devices require the selection and design of materials with tailored mechanical,
thermal, electronic, optic and magnetic material properties. Elasticity, electrical
or thermal conductivity, wettability and polarizability represent, among other
physical, chemical and engineering properties, the most prominent "properties
of desire" involved in the development of new materials. Nowadays, there are
approximately in between 40.000 to 80.000 different materials known that can
be potentially used for technical applications [1] such as photovoltaics, thermoelectricity and plastic materials. The search for new materials is driven by experimental and theoretical material science, where the latter allows to determine
and to predict the material properties without the need to explicitly perform a
measurement process in an experimental setup.
The different measurement methods used in experimental material science give
informations about the materials atomic nature and their spatial structure, the
materials atomic bonding, the materials lattice defects and their microscopic architecture [1] that determine the physical and chemical properties of different
materials. The theoretical models used in material science complement the insight gained by the measurement process, allow to guide the experimental search
for new materials and further, also allow to determine the properties of materials
that are not directly accessible by experimental measurement processes.
Theoretical models are based on mathematical equations that capture the geometry, the chemical and physical properties of the system and how they evolve in
time. Since chemical and physical processes such as the altering or the formation
of new chemical bonds, the emission or absorption of a photon, or the scattering of particles can change the properties of materials in space and time, it is
of fundamental importance to determine the length- and time scales that form
the "boundaries" of the system under consideration and that allow us to separate
the system from its environment. Theoretical models assign a descriptor to the
system, where the descriptor is defined by a set of initial properties of the system. It can be distinguished between (i) a complete descriptor that contains all
informations that we can possibly obtain about a system, e.g. the ground-state
wave function in quantum mechanics, and (ii) a reduced descriptor that contains
a minimal number of properties related to the system that is sufficient for the
description of any quantities of interest, e.g. the electronic density of the system.
The time-evolution of the systems properties and hence, of the systems descriptor
is modeled by the equations of motion that follow the laws of classical or quantum mechanics [2]. The quantum-mechanical description of processes is usually
required for processes that take place below or at the atomic length scale, the
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typical length scale of the quantum world. Such quantum mechanical processes
are the underlying processes of many experimental measurement instruments,
e.g. of scanning tunneling microscopes [3] (STM) and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectrometers [4], of many technical devices, e.g. transistors [5, 6],
light-emitting diodes (LEDs) [7], and solar cells [8], and of many processes that
happen in nature, e.g. the photosynthesis [9] and the vision process of birds [10].
The physical behavior of these microscopic processes clashes with the intuitive
laws we know from classical physics. This bizarre behavior of the quantum world
directly affects the macroscopic properties of the world that surrounds us. Macroscopic quantum effects include e.g. superconductors [11], suprafluidity [12–14],
or squeezed spin states [15, 16].
The discovery of the fundamental laws of the quantum world, the description of
which required to go beyond the concepts of classical physics, dates back to the
beginning of the 20th century. From the discovery of the black body radiation in
1900, to the Franck-Hertz experiment [17] over the Stern-Gerlach experiment [18,
19] to the double-slit experiments of light and matter, among many others, the
field of quantum mechanics was driven by a wide range of experiments which
ultimately led to the fundamental theoretical concepts of quantum mechanics.
In particular, experimental observations such as the photoelectric effect [20, 21]
and the Compton effect [22] revealed the quantized nature of light, postulated by
Albert Einstein in 1905 [23]. Matter waves postulated by Louis de Broglie which
assign particles with momentum p a wave-length λDB = hp have been experimentally confirmed for electrons [24], atoms and dimers [25], neutrons [26] and even
for large molecules such as the C60 fullerenes [27].
The wave-particle duality and the quantization of light and matter, Heisenbergs
uncertainty condition, the concept of spin and entanglement are just a few concepts of this bizarre quantum world which seem to turn our world upside down.
Some aspects of these quantum mechanical concepts such as interference become
plausible in the context of Schrödingers wave mechanics [28, 29], or in the formally equivalent concept of matrix mechanics [30] introduced by Heisenberg,
Jordan and Born [31–33]. In contrast to the mathematical rigorous formulation of
quantum mechanical concepts, the interpretation of some quantum-mechanical
quantities remains a controversial aspect of the theory that has started off with
the famous Einstein-Bohr debate [34–37]. A particular delicate aspect is the concern about the fundamental nature of the quantum mechanical states of a system.
However, this is only one of the many puzzling aspects in the theory of quantum
mechanics, which has led to the various interpretations of the theory itself, including the Copenhagen interpretation [38], the statistical interpretation [39], the
many-world interpretation [40, 41] and the interpretation by Bohm [42, 43]. The
different interpretations may shine light on different aspects of the theory. Each
of which may help to obtain a clearer picture of this bizarre quantum world and
how it relates to the world that surrounds us.
The tools provided by the quantum mechanical framework give direct access
to properties of many-body systems that can not be described within the frame-
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work of classical mechanics. Theoretical methods derived from first principle
quantum mechanics are called ab-initio methods. Ab-initio wave function based
methods that allow the quantum description of the matter include coupled cluster theory [44], Møller-Plesset perturbation theory [45] and multi-reference approaches [46]. Such wave function based methods encounter the curse of dimension that refers to the exponential growth of the computational complexity with
increasing particle number [46, 47]. DFT is an exact reformulation of Schrödinger
wave mechanics that allows to describe the system by the three-dimensional electronic ground-state density, i.e. a fundamental descriptor of significantly lower
dimension. In principle, DFT is an ab-initio method that scales with the threedimensional density. In practice, DFT comes at the price hidden in the search of
reliable approximations to the exchange-correlation potential.
Besides the quantum description of matter, quantum theory is also considered
about the quantum description of the electromagnetic field. The combined quantum treatment of matter and fields allows to describe and predict theoretically
the outcome of experiments at the interface of quantum chemistry and quantum
optics. Recent experiments [48–55] at the interface of chemistry, material science
and quantum optics, in the new field of quantum electrodynamics (QED) chemistry, have been able to modify the chemical landscape of systems by placing the
system into an optical cavity. Of particular interest is the strong coupling regime
between the matter and the electromagnetic fields, which leads to the formation
of new hybrid matter-field states of novel character further broadening the variety of potential material candidates. Such systems can be theoretically studied
by the recently developed exact framework of QEDFT.
Nowadays, ground-state DFT is a standard tool in material science and quantum chemistry [56–60]. Similarly, the framework of QEDFT provides a promising
route for the theoretical description of experimental setups within the field of
QED chemistry. The quality of practical DFT and QEDFT applications depends on
the quality of the approximations to the unknown exchange-correlation functional. Approximate functionals can be found by fitting adjustable parameters
to experimental or ab-initio data or by generalizing exact constraints originally
derived from model systems [61]. In this work, we discuss an exact condition on
the exchange-correlation functional in DFT and QEDFT that is relevant for systems
consisting of well separated but mutually-interacting fragments.
This thesis is structured into eight chapters. Chap. 2 gives a brief overview over
the concepts in interacting many-particle physics. Chap. 3 deals with densitybased methods including the framework of DFT and QEDFT. Chap. 4 deals with
the concepts of DFT on a lattice. In Chap. 5, we validate our program with reference data of a stretched H2 molecule confined to one spatial dimension. We use
these reference data as a starting point to introduce the well-known delocalization error of the local-density approximation (LDA) that directly translates from
the density to the energies in the dissociation curve. In Chap. 6, we introduce the
concepts of the effective density-to-potential map and the intrasystem steeping
in correlated electron-electron systems. These findings are generalized to corre-
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lated electron-photon systems in Chap. 7. Finally, Chap. 8 provides a summary
of this thesis and gives an outlook on how our results can be used to improve
the quality of approximate functionals in DFT and QEDFT.

Part I
T H E O R E T I C A L F O U N D AT I O N S
Here, we give an overview about the theoretical landscape in which
this thesis is placed. Basic concepts and theoretical methods of nonrelativistic quantum mechanics including wave function and density
based methods are introduced. In particular, we focus on concepts
relevant in ground-state density-functional theory and quantum electrodynamical density-functional theory. We briefly discuss some of
the well-known shortcomings of approximate functionals and discuss
existing approaches that aim to cure these shortcomings.

2

C O N C E P T S I N I N T E R A C T I N G M A N Y- PA R T I C L E P H Y S I C S

Theoretical material science allows to predict the material properties of a system
using the ever increasing capacities of modern computers without the need to explicitly perform a measurement process in an experimental setup. Many material
properties depend on the number of particles in the system and change whenever
the particle number changes. Examples of such situations include charge transfer processes where the charge density is transferred among fragments within
the system, photo-electron processes, where light absorption removes electrons
from the system, e.g. an atom, molecule or solid, or exciton creation in solar cells,
where electron-hole pairs are created. These changes in the particle number are
only possible, if the system is in contact with its environment. Therefore, to
accurately describe these processes within ab-initio methods, e.g. with densityfunctional theory introduced in Chap. 3, it is important to discuss the general
concept of quantum systems, the partitioning of the physical system into system
and environment, the concept of composite quantum systems and the related
concepts of entanglement and correlation.
2. 1

states of many-particle quantum systems

Physical systems can be described by a complete descriptor given by a set of
variables that carries all informations about the system and, in principle, allows
to determine all its properties. In quantum mechanics such a descriptor is given
by the complex probability wave function that depends on the position and spin
coordinates of each particle. In static (time-independent) situations, typically the
ground state of the system is considered. This state that is defined in the Nparticle Hilbert space H N is given by
Ψ(~x ) = Ψ(~r1 σ1 ,~r2 σ2 , · · · ,~r N σN ),

(1)

where

~x = (~x1 , ~x2 , · · · , ~x N )

(2)

denotes the collective space-spin variable of all particles and

~x j = (~r j , σj )

(3)

denotes the space-spin variable of the j-th particle in the system1 . The wave
function encounters the "curse of dimension" [47], since its complexity grows
1 We use the following notation for the integration over the spin-space variable:
Z

d~x =

∑

Z

d~r.

(4)

σ

.
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exponentially with the number of particles in the system. This exponential scaling is also known as the exponential wall in interacting many-body problems.
We will later discuss how to (partly) circumvent the exponential wall, e.g. by using density-functional theory, where the wave function as basic descriptor of the
system is replaced by the electron ground-state density n00 2 .
Definition 2.1.1: Ground-State Electron Density
The ground-state electron density of a pure state in the N-particle Hilbert
space H N is given as usual by
n00 (~r1 ) = N ∑

Z

σ1

d~x2 · · ·

Z

d~x N Ψ0∗ (~x1 , ~x2 , · · · , ~x N )Ψ0 (~x1 , ~x2 , · · · , ~x N ),
(5)

with the ground-state wave function Ψ0 .

2 .2

schrödinger wave mechanics

The time-evolution of quantum-mechanical states is given by the time-dependent
Schrödinger equation3
ih̄∂t |Ψi = Ĥ (t) |Ψi ,

(6)

Ĥ Ψ j = Ej Ψ j ,

(7)

and the state at initial time t0 , i.e. the initial state Ψ(t = t0 ) = Ψ(t0 ), whereas the
stationary states of the system are defined by the eigenvalue problem

known as the static Schrödinger equation. Exact diagonalization of the Schrödinger
equation gives access to the eigenvectors Ψ j and the eigenvalues Ej of the eigenvalue problem defined in Eq. 7. Each eigenvector corresponds to a stationary
eigenstate Ψ j and each eigenvalue Ej to an eigenenergy of the system. In particular, the eigenstate with the lowest eigenenergy E0 , is the ground-state |Ψ0 i of the
many-particle system. Alternately, the stationary eigenstates and eigenenergies
can be found by applying the variational principle
E0 ≤ Ej =

Ψ j Ĥ Ψ j
Ψj Ψj

,

(8)

where the eigenenergy Ej is greater or equal to the ground-state energy E0 , i.e.
the lowest eigenvalue of the system.
2 .3

operators and measurement processes

The measurement process itself can change the state and hence, the properties of
the system. Both, the system and the measurement apparatus form a composite
2 We use double numbered subscripts for expectation values and transition matrix elements as
formally defined in Eq. 9. This allows us e.g. to formally distinguish between the ground-state
density n00 , the first excited density n11 and the transition density between the ground-state and
the first-excited state n01 within a compact notation.
3 Throughout this chapter we use SI units unless stated otherwise.

2.3 operators and measurement processes

quantum system. From left to right, Fig. 1 illustrates the time-evolution of the
measurement-detector system. Before the measurement the initial state of the
combined system is a factorizable state. During the measurement process - provided the system is not in an eigenstate of the detector - the state of the system
becomes an entangled state [62, 63]. The theoretical analogue to the experimen-

|φS >

| φD >

|φS >

| φD >

| φD >
t

before measurement

|φS >= ∑i ci |φS,i >
|Ψ(t0 ) >= |φS > ⊗|φD >

|φS >

after measurement

|φS >= ∑i ci |φS,i > ⊗|φD,i >

Figure 1: Measurement process in time. Before the measurement process the state of the
combined system is a product state of the eigenstates of the detector and state
of the system. During the measurement process the system and the detector
interact. Provided the system is not in an eigenstate of the detector, during the
measurement process the state of the system is an entangled state.

tal measurement process is the concept of operators Ô that act on the state of the
system. Assuming the state vector is not an eigenstate of the considered operator,
the operator changes the state of the system. Quantities measured in experiment
can be formally connected to transition matrix elements and to expectation values O of arbitrary operators Ô defined in the N-particle Hilbert space H N , i.e.
for pure states given by

O

jj0

= Ψ j Ô Ψ

j0

=

Z

d~x Ψ∗j (~x )ÔΨ j0 (~x ),

(9)

where the matrix elements are in the case of j 6= j0 the transition matrix elements
and in the case of j = j0 the expectation values, respectively. Expectation values
are measurable if they are real, which is fulfilled by hermitian operators Ô = Ô† ,
and under space-time reflection (P T ) symmetry also for non-hermitian operators [64, 65]. Recently, it has been shown that complex expectation values can
also be measured via weak values [66].
Specific examples of expectation values that are directly accessible in experiments are the expectation values of the spin operators Ŝz and Ŝ2 , the particle
number operator N̂ and the Hamilton operator Ĥ. These expectation values are
characteristic properties of the considered state Ψ j . In particular, the ground state
Ψ0 of the system - that we have earlier introduced as complete descriptor of the
system - contains the configuration and all informations we can possibly obtain
about the system in its ground-state. We can directly access quantities such as
the spin, the spin projection on the z-axis and the particle number of the ground
state of the system by evaluating the following expectation values,
N = hΨ0 | N̂ |Ψ0 i , Sz = hΨ0 | Ŝz |Ψ0 i , and S2 = hΨ0 | Ŝ2 |Ψ0 i ,

(10)
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where N̂, Ŝ2 , and Ŝz as usual denote the particle number operator, the square
of the spin operator and the projection on the z-direction of the spin operator,
respectively. Specific examples of transition matrix elements are the transition
dipole matrix elements that are used in spectroscopy [67]
d jj0 = Ψ j dˆ Ψ j0 =

Z

ˆ j0 (~x )
d~x Ψ∗j (~x )dΨ

(11)

wherein the dipole operator is defined as
N

dˆ =

∑ qi~rˆi .

(12)

i =1

with qi denoting the charge of the particle, i.e. for the electrons qi = −e. Transition matrix elements and expectation values of operators allow us to access the
properties of a system by using the concept of states. In principle, the framework of density-functional theory tells us that we can express properties of the
system as functional of the density without the need to directly construct the
wave function for the evaluation of expectation values and transition matrix elements. Examples of expectation values with trivial functional dependency on
the electron density include the dipole moment
d00 =

Z

d~rn00 (~r )dˆ

(13)

and the particle number
N=

Z

d~rn00 (~r ).

(14)

In general, the functional form of arbitrary observables is not known. One common example is the unknown xc functional that is missing to fully determine
the functional form of the ground-state energy and band gaps. In practice, the
missing part of the xc functional has to be approximated, e.g. by fitting parameters to model systems, to known experimental or ab-initio data. Clearly, the so
obtained functionals are not universal and while giving excellent results for a
certain system, they may completely fail for other ones. The functional search
for other observables includes e.g. the search for the kinetic energy functional
T [n]. In Chap. 5-7, we illustrate the explicit density dependence of selected observables for model systems and discuss an exact condition that approximate
functionals should fulfill to accurately describe systems from weak-to strong correlation within the framework of DFT.
2 .4

composite quantum systems

Practical real physical systems ranging from microscopic particles to large-scale
macroscopic objects are in contact with their environment, e.g. with an external bath. However, the partitioning of the physical space into system and environment is arbitrary. Typically, the length- and time-scale of the processes of
interest that change the properties of the system determine how the system is
portioned. If the system-environment interaction is very weak, and the system

2.4 composite quantum systems

approximately does not exchange any properties with its environment, we can
approximately describe the system as an isolated system. In contrast, open quantum system are systems that are in contact with their environment.
Of particular interest are composite quantum systems such as molecular fragments or surface-interface interactions among others. These composite systems
are build by fragments that are individual quantum systems. While the entire
composite system can be considered as an isolated system with fixed integer
particle number N, fractional amounts of the charge density δn and energy can
be transferred among its fragments. As we will see in Chap. 3, in ground-state
density-functional theory, observables such as the ground-state energy are expressible in terms of the ground-state density. A specific cut along the groundstate density is the integrated charge density over the entire system, i.e. the particle number of the (sub-)system. Since most properties of a system change with
the particle number, it is of great use to study the density dependence of observables along the cut in N. For closed and isolated systems with non-degenerate
ground-state, the values of N can only take integer values that correspond to the
particle number of different, disconnected systems. Therefore, the density dependence of observables along the cut in N is a discontinuous function that only has
values at integer particle number. The situation changes if a coupling between
the initially disconnected systems is introduced. Then, each system forms an
open system and the particle number of the individual subsystems can change
in time. In particular, the particle number of each subsystem can also take fractional values. Consequently, the functional behavior along the cut in N becomes
a continuous function for the regarded subsystem. One particular case are open
systems with degenerate ground-state. For such systems the functionals along
the cut in N show a straight-line behavior that change slope at integer values of
N [68].
bipartite quantum systems In the following we consider the special case
of bipartite quantum systems S = S1 + S2 that are formed of two subsystems S1
and S2 as illustrated in Fig. 2. From the left to the right, Fig. 2 shows the timeN

N
S2

S1

N1 − δN N2 + δN
t0

N

S1

S2

N1

N2

t1

S2

S1

N1 + δN N2 − δN
t2

t

Figure 2: The exchange of particles within a bipartite system formed of two separate
subsystems S1 and S2 is a process that happens in real-time t. The particle
number of the combined system N = N1 + N2 is at every time-step integer
and fixed, while the particle number within the subsystems can take fractional
values.

evolution of such a bipartite system from an initial time t0 to a final time t2 . As
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indicated by the green arrows, both subsystems can exchange particles in time.
Assuming the total system S is not in contact with its environment, the particle
number N = N1 + N2 of the total system is conserved at arbitrary time steps.
Due to the coupling between the subsystems charge density can be transferred
among both fragments. As a consequence, the particle number of each subsystem
can take fractional values. Here, the particle number of subsystem S1 changes
from initially N1 − δN at t0 to N1 + δN at t2 , while the particle number of the
subsystem S2 changes from initially N2 + δN to N2 − δN. Such processes in which
the particle number of the fragments within a system changes in time are the
underlying concept of the earlier mentioned processes such as the charge transfer
processes between fragments of molecules.
2 .5

entangled states of composite many-particle quantum systems

One of the most counterintuitive aspects within the theory of quantum mechanics is the concept of entanglement. For composite quantum systems, entanglement characterizes complex many-body states, where the fragments of the system have interacted in the past and for which the measurement of one quantum subsystem influences the experimental outcome of the other one [69]. In
bipartite quantum systems S1 + S2 with the combined tensor product state space
H = HS1 ⊗ HS2 [70], entangled states as defined in Def. 2.5.1 can emerge.
Definition 2.5.1: Bipartite entangled states
A state, which is not factorizable into a product state of its subsystems, i.e.
|ΨS1 S2 i 6= |ΨS1 i ⊗ |ΨS2 i, is called an entangled state and the properties of
both subsystems are correlated.
The concept of entanglement has been already introduced by Einstein [34] and
Schrödinger [71], but until now the measurement of entanglement remains a
long-standing problem [72–75]. However, a good measure for the entanglement
in bipartite pure states is the entropy of entanglement [76]. The properties of an
entangled state are correlated. In particular, it is distinguished between dynamic
correlation [77] as defined in Def. 2.5.2, i.e. the correlation between the motion of
particles, and static correlation [78, 79] as defined in Def. 2.5.3, i.e. the correlation
in the region of near-degenerate states of the system.
Definition 2.5.2: Dynamical correlation
Dynamical correlation is due to the instantaneous repulsion of interacting
electrons, e.g. the Coulomb interaction [77, 80].
Definition 2.5.3: Static correlation
The correlation in the region of near-degenerate states of the system such
as in stretched H2 is called static correlation. In the case of stretched H2 the
exact two-particle wave function becomes close to a superposition of two
single Slater determinants [78, 79].

2.6 particles in an electromagnetic field: field quantization

In this work, we are concerned with the static correlation in the system that can
be characterized by the correlation entropy [81–83]
∞

S = − ∑ n j lnn j ,

(15)

j =1

where the occupation numbers n j are the eigenvalues of the reduced one-body
density matrix [84] that is given by
ρ1RDM (~r1 ,~r10 ) =

∑0

Z

d~x2 ...d~x N Ψ∗ (~x1 , ~x2 , ..., ~x N )Ψ(~x10 , ~x2 , ..., ~x N ).

(16)

σ1 ,σ1

In spectral representation, the reduced density matrix can be written in terms of
its eigenfunctions and eigenvalues as
ρ1RDM (~r1 ,~r10 ) =

∑ n j φ∗j (~r1 )φj (~r10 ),

(17)

j

where the eigenfunctions of the reduced one-body density matrix are the natural
orbitals φj [85].
The correlation entropy is a measure of the Slater rank, which is given by the
amount of Slater determinants required to exactly decompose the state [72, 86].
For pure states the correlation entropy is zero and for fully mixed states it reaches
its maximum value [81–83]. In this work, we refer to coupled subsystems as
weakly-correlated if the ground state of the system is well approximated by a single Slater determinant, otherwise we refer to the systems as strongly-correlated.
Entangled many-body states fully capture the correlation present in composite
quantum-mechanical systems with no classical analogue.
In Chap. 6, we introduce the concept of effective density-to-potential maps and
the related concept of the intra-system steepening that allow to characterize how
the correlation between subsystems is captured within DFT and QEDFT. We will
see that the intrasystem steepening characterizes the static correlation between
subsystems within the global system.
2 .6

particles in an electromagnetic field: field quantization

The eigenstates of the hydrogen atom in free space are the eigenstates of the
composite electron-photon system described by the Hamiltonian of the entire
system including the particles, i.e. the electrons and ions, as well as the internal and external electromagnetic fields present in the system. In the following,
we briefly sketch the formal way allowing the full quantum treatment of the
standard Hamiltonian of the combined system of charged particles in an electromagnetic field. We start by specifying the fields with its corresponding field
variables relevant for the systems considered in this work.

Classical electromagnetic eld - Maxwell equations At each point in space
time the electromagnetic field is characterized by an electric and a magnetic field
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~E(~r, t) and ~B(~r, t), both of which are coupled through the Maxwell equations, i.e.
the following set of coupled first-order partial differential equations given in SI
units [87, 88]
~ × ~B(~r, t) − 1 ∂t ~E(~r, t) = µ0~j(~r, t)
∇
c2
~ × ~E(~r, t) + ∂t ~B(~r, t) = 0
∇
~ · ~B(~r, t) = 0
∇
~ · ~E(~r, t) = ρ(~r, t)
∇
e0

(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)

with the current density ~j(~r, t), the charge density ρ(~r, t), and with µ0 and e0 denoting the magnetic permeability and electric permittivity in vacuum 4 , respec~ (~r, t) : R3 × R → R3
tively. In the following, we introduce the vector potential A
and the scalar potential U (~r, t) : R3 × R → R. Using the Helmholtz theorem, the
magnetic field

~ ×A
~ (~r, t)
~B(~r, t) = ~Bk (~r, t) + ~B⊥ (~r, t) = ∇

(22)

can be decomposed into its longitudinal curl-free ~Bk and its transverse divergencefree part ~B⊥ . The Maxwell equation of Eq. 20

~ · ~B(~r, t) = 0 = ∇
~ · (~Bk (~r, t) + ~B⊥ (~r, t)) =⇒ ~Bk (~r, t) = 0
∇

(23)

is fulfilled if the longitudinal part of the magnetic field vanishes. The reformulation of the electric field in terms of the potentials reads [89]

~ U (~r, t) − ∂t A
~ (~r, t)
~E(~r, t) = −∇
and inserted together with Eq. 22 into Eq. 18 and Eq. 21 leads to [87]
h
i
~ · ∂t A
~ (~r, t) = ρ(~r, t)
−e0 ∆U (~r, t) + ∇

(24)

(25)

and

~ ×∇
~ ×A
~ ∂t U (~r, t) = µ0~j(~r, t).
~ (~r, t) + µ0 e0 ∂2t A
~ (~r, t) + µ0 e0 ∇
∇

(26)

In the following, we distinguish between internal and external sources of the
electromagnetic field leading to the internal and external contributions of the
potentials

~ (~r, t) = A
~ int (~r, t) + A
~ ext (~r, t),
A

(27)

U (~r, t) = Uint (~r, t) + Uext (~r, t).

(28)

For both, the internal and the external potentials, we still have the freedom of
the gauge function as can be seen in Eq. 29 and Eq. 30. For both fields, we choose
the Coulomb gauge. This particular gauge automatically leads in the case of the
internal field to the instantaneous Coulomb interaction between particles. For
the external fields, we additionally apply the dipole approximation.
4 In SI units the magnetic permeability and the electric permittivity in vacuum are equal to µ0 =
107
2 4 −1 m−3 ) [87].
4π × 10−7 (kgmA−2 s−2 ) and e0 = 4πc
2 ( A s kg
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Gauge freedom: The Coulomb gauge

Both, the magnetic and the electric field,
remain invariant under the following local gauge transformation on the vector
and the scalar potential [90]

~ (~r, t)
~ (~r, t) → A
~˜ (~r, t) = A
~ (~r, t) + ∇F
A

U (~x, t) → Ũ (~r, t) = U (~r, t) − ∂t F (~r, t)

(29)
(30)

in which F (~r, t) is an arbitrary scalar gauge function.
In Coulomb gauge, we choose F (~r, t) such that the longitudinal part of the inter~ k = 0. This leads to the following
nal part of the vector potential vanishes, i.e. A
condition on the vector potential

~ ·A
~ = 0.
∇

(31)

We note, this condition fixes one degree of freedom of the vector potential, i.e.
the two remaining degrees of freedom are the two (transversal) polarization di~ ⊥.
rections of A
gauge for the internal fields: the coulomb gauge Integrating the
Laplace equation (Poisson equation) given in Eq. 25 and using the Coulomb
~ int,k = 0, directly
condition for the internal part of the vector potential, i.e. A
leads to the scalar potential [89]
Uint (~r, t) =

1
4πe0

Z

d~r 0

ρ(~r 0 , t)
,
|~r −~r 0 |

(32)

i.e. the Coulomb potential. The Coulomb interaction is an instantaneous interaction that is commonly used in the standard Hamiltonian e.g. in quantum chemistry or solid state physics to describe the electric particle-particle interaction.

Lagrange density Starting point for the derivation of the correlated electronphoton Hamiltonian is the Lagrange density given by
L = L R + L P + L R− P ,

(33)

in which the L R denotes the Lagrange density of the free electromagnetic field,
L P denotes the energy of the electrons, and L R− P denotes the interaction of the
particles with the field, see e.g. Ref. [91].
In the Lagrange density of fields L(φβ (~r, t), ∂t φβ (~r, t), t), the index β denotes
different components of the field. In the case of the Lagrange density of the
matter system, there are two different components. The components are given
by the Schrödinger field Ψ(~r, t), which needs to fulfill the Schrödinger equation
of Eq. 6, and its complex conjugate Ψ∗ (~r, t). In the case of the electromagnetic
field there are four components, i.e. the three components of the vector potential
~ (~r, t) and the scalar potential U (~r, t).
A
lagrange density of the schrödinger field The Lagrange density
for the Schrödinger field Ψ for a single electron is given by [92]

LP =

ih̄
h̄2
∇Ψ · ∇Ψ∗ − V (~r, t)Ψ∗ Ψ
(Ψ∗ ∂t Ψ − Ψ∂t Ψ∗ ) −
2
2m

(34)
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lagrange density of the free radiation field In the absence of external sources, where the current density ~j(~r, t) and the charge density ρ(~r, t) in
Eq. 18 and Eq. 21 are set to zero, the Lagrange density reads
e0
LR =
2



~ U (~r, t) + d A
~ (~r, t)
∇
dt

2

−

2
1 
~ (~r, t) .
∇×A
2µ0

(35)

In the Coulomb gauge of Eq. 31, the Lagrange density of the free radiation field
reduces to

2
2
e0 d ~
1 
~ (~r, t) .
LR =
(36)
A(~r, t) −
∇×A
2 dt
2µ0
or using the electric field ~E and the magnetic field ~B

e0 ~ 2
LR =
E (~r, t) − c2~B2 (~r, t) .
2

(37)

particle-radiation interaction of the lagrange density in minimal coupling The corresponding interaction term of the Lagrange density
of a system consisting of particles in an external electromagnetic field [90, 93] is
given in minimal coupling by

~ (~r, t) − ρ(~r, t)U (~r, t)
L R− P = ~j(~r, t) A

(38)

where the charge density is [93]
ρ(~r, t) = Ψ∗ (~r, t)Ψ(~r, t)
and the current density is given by [93]




1
h̄
∗
~j(~r, t) = Re Ψ (~r, t) ∇
~ − qA
~ (~r, t) Ψ(~r, t) .
m
i

(39)

(40)

The total Lagrange density L for correlated matter-field systems is given in
Def. 2.6.1.
Definition 2.6.1: Lagrange density of the Maxwell-Schrödinger field


L=

ih̄
(Ψ∗ (~r, t)∂t Ψ(~r, t) − Ψ(~r, t)∂t Ψ∗ (~r, t))
2

#
h̄2 ~
∗
∗
~ Ψ (~r, t) − V (~r, t)Ψ (~r, t)Ψ(~r, t)
− ∇Ψ(~r, t) · ∇
2m

e0 ~ 2
~ (~r, t) − ρ(~r, t)U (~r, t)
+
E (~r, t) − c2~B2 (~r, t) + ~j(~r, t) A
2

(41)

Conjugated momentum density of the eld

We define the set of conjugated
variables by introducing the conjugated momentum density of the field, i.e.
Πφβ (~r, t) =

∂L(~r, t)
,
∂φ̇β (~r, t)

(42)
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where φβ ∈ { A j , U, Ψ, Ψ∗ }. Using the Lagrange density of Eq. 36 and the relation
~ is
of Eq. 24, in Coulomb gauge the conjugated momentum of the vector field A
given by the two transversal components of the electric field
Π A j (~r, t) = −e0 E⊥,j (~r, t).

(43)

The conjugated momentum of the Schrödinger field Ψ(~r, t) is its conjugated complex [89]
ΠΨ (~r, t) =

ih̄ ∗
Ψ (~r, t),
2

(44)

and
ΠΨ∗ (~r, t) = −

ih̄
Ψ(~r, t).
2

(45)

Lagrange function of the elds

Integration of the Lagrange density given in
Eq. 33 then leads to the Lagrange function describing interacting particles including the electromagnetic field, i.e.
L = L P + L R + L R− P =

Z

Ld3~r

(46)

with the Lagrangian of the particles L P , the Lagrangian of the electromagnetic
field L R− P , and the Lagrangian of the interaction between the Schrödinger and
the Maxwell field L R− P [90]. The Lagrange function L and the Hamilton function
H can be connected via the Legendre transformation [90]
H=

Z

d~r ∑ Πφβ (~r, t)∂t φβ (~r, t) − L.

(47)

j

Quantization of the eld variables

We replace all field variables φβ by their corresponding quantum operators. For the fields, the following formal replacements
take place
φβ (~r, t) → φ̂β (~r, t)

Πφβ (~r, t) → Π̂φβ (~r, t).

(48)
(49)

The Heisenberg operators φ̂β and Π̂φβ now obey the following commutation relation

[φ̂β (~r, t), Π̂φβ0 (~r 0 , t)] = ih̄δββ0 (~r − ~r 0 ).

(50)

For the particles, the replacement procedure given in Eq. 48 and Eq. 49 applied
to the Schrödinger field, leads straightforward to the framework of second quantization. For the Schrödinger field the Heisenberg operators Ψ̂† (~r, t) and Ψ̂(~r, t)
create and annihilate particles at time t and position ~r, respectively.
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the quantized schrödinger field: first and second quantization
Field operators of second quantization create or annihilate particles in states of a
N-particle Hilbert space. The resulting states are element of the (N ± 1)-particle
Hilbert space. Therefore, states of second quantization are defined in a direct
sum of the different N-particle Hilbert spaces F = H0 ⊕ H1 ⊕ H2 . . . H N , i.e. the
Fock space. In position representation, field operators create or annihilate particles with spin σ at position ~r and time t, where Ψ̂†σ (~r, t) and Ψ̂σ (~r, t) denote the
creation and annihilation operator, respectively. Second quantization is an exact
reformulation of first quantization taking states with different particle numbers
into account. One-particle operators rewrite as
Ô2nd (t) =

Z

d~x Ψ̂†σ (~r, t)Ô1st (~r, t)Ψ̂σ (~r, t),

(51)

V

whereas two-particle operators rewrite as
Ô2nd (t) =

Z Z

d~x d~x 0 Ψ̂†σ (~r, t)Ψ̂†σ0 (~r 0 , t)Ô1st (~r,~r 0 , t)Ψ̂σ (~r, t)Ψ̂σ0 (~r 0 , t).

(52)

V V

We expand the field operators in a complete set of m single particle basis functions
Ψ̂σ (~r, t) =

∑ φm (~r)ĉmσ (t),

(53)

∑ φm∗ (~r)ĉ†mσ (t),

(54)

m

Ψ̂†σ (~r, t) =

m

where the operator ĉ†m creates a particle in the m-th basis function.

Density operator in second quantization

In second quantization, the density
operator in real-space representation is given by
n̂2nd (~r, t) =

Z

d3~x Ψ̂†σ (~r 0 , t)n̂(~r )Ψ̂σ (~r 0 , t) =

V

∑ Ψ̂†σ (~r, t)Ψ̂σ (~r, t),

(55)

σ

where the density operator in first quantization is given by n̂(~r ) = ∑ δ(~r −~r j ).
j

the quantized electromagnetic field The transversal potential oper~ˆ and ~Eˆ of the Maxwell field obey the following commutation relation [89]
ators, A

[ Â β (~r, t), Êβ0 (~r 0 , t)] = ih̄δ⊥,ββ0 (~r − ~r 0 ),

(56)

where δ⊥,ββ0 denotes the transversal delta function [94]. Additionally, Â, Ê and B̂
are usually expanded into a set of eigenmodes of the geometry of the cavity or
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in free space into plane waves. The expansion with the quantization volume V
can be explicitly written as follows [94]

~ˆ (~r ) =
A

h̄
2e0 c|~k |V

∑ ∑

k λ=1,2

~Eˆ ⊥ (~r ) = ∑

∑

h̄c|~k |
2e0 V

i

k λ=1,2

~Bˆ (~r ) = ∑

∑


i

k λ=1,2

! 12

!1/2

h̄k
2e0 cV






~ekλ âkλ exp i~k ·~r + â†kλ exp −i~k ·~r ,
(57)






~ekλ âkλ exp i~k ·~r − â†kλ exp −i~k ·~r ,

1/2




~k0 ×~ekλ âkλ exp i~k ·~r − â†
kλ

(58)


exp −i~k ·~r ,
(59)

~ kλ of the classical vector field potenwhere the classical vector field amplitude A
~ in Eq. 22 has been replaced by the quantum operator A
~ˆ kλ [94]
tial of A
s
(∗)
kλ

A~

∧ ~ˆ (†)
−→ A
~ =
kλ

h̄
(†)
â .
2e0 Vωk ~kλ

(60)

Here the operators âkλ and â†kλ create and annihilate photons with the polarization direction λ in the mode of frequency ω and wave vector k. The normalized
wave vector is given by

~
~k0 = k
|~k|

(61)

and ω and ~k are related by the dispersion relation ωk = c|~k |

Hamiltonian for quantized matter

We now consider matter that consists of
coupled K nuclei and N electrons. The nuclei have spatial coordinates ~R, masses
M, charges Q and integer (half-integer) spin. Accordingly nuclei follow bosonic
(fermionic) statistics. The N electrons have coordinates ~r, masses m, charge q =
−e, half-integer spin and follow fermionic statistics. Employing Eq. 47 yields the
coupled electron-nuclei Hamiltonian in second quantization
ĤP (t) =

Z

d~x Ψ̂†σ (~r, t)t̂e (~r )Ψ̂σ (~r, t) +

V

+

Z Z
V V

+

Z Z

V V

+

Z Z

V V

Z

d~
X Ψ̂†σ (~R, t)t̂n (~R)Ψ̂σ (~R, t)

V

d~
Xd ~
X 0 Ψ̂†σ (~R, t)Ψ̂†σ0 (~R0 , t)v̂n-n (~R, ~R0 )Ψ̂σ (~R, t)Ψ̂σ0 (~R0 , t)
d~x d~x 0 Ψ̂†σ (~r, t)Ψ̂†σ0 (~r 0 , t)v̂e-e (~r,~r 0 )Ψ̂σ (~r, t)Ψ̂σ0 (~r 0 , t)
d~x d~x 0 Ψ̂†σ (~r, t)Ψ̂†σ0 (~R0 , t)v̂e-n (~r, ~R0 )Ψ̂σ (~r, t)Ψ̂σ0 (~R0 , t),

(62)
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with

~ r )2
(−ih̄∇
,
2m
~ R )2
(−ih̄∇
t̂n (~R) =
,
2M
QQ0
v̂n-n (~R, ~R0 ) =
,
4πe0 |~R − ~R0 |
e2
v̂e-e (~r,~r 0 ) =
,
4πe0 |~r −~r 0 |
Qe
v̂n-e (~R,~r ) = −
.
4πe0 |~R −~r |
t̂e (~r ) =

(63)
(64)
(65)
(66)
(67)

The operators in first quantization are explicitly given in Eq. 68-72.
matter hamiltonian in first quantization For completeness, we
also explicitly state the reformulation of the matter Hamiltonian in first quantization according to the relations given in Eq. 51 and Eq. 52. The kinetic energy
of the N electrons is written as
N

T̂e =

∑ t̂e (~r j ),

(68)

j =1

with position ~r j of the j-th electron, whereas the second term represents the
kinetic energy of the K nuclei
K

T̂n =

∑ t̂n (~Rα ).

(69)

α =1

The potential energy operator including the nuclei-electron attraction writes
K

V̂n-e =

N

∑ ∑ v̂n-e (~Rα ,~r j ),

(70)

α =1 j =1

the nuclei-nuclei repulsion
K

V̂n-n =

∑

v̂n-n (~Rα , ~R β ),

(71)

α,β=1;α< β

and the electron-electron repulsion
N

V̂e-e =

∑

v̂e-e (~r j ,~rk ).

(72)

j,k =1;j<k

Hamiltonian for quantized matter in an external eld

Including the electro-

magnetic field the Hamiltonian of the full system reads
Ĥ = ĤP + ĤR + ĤR-P .

(73)

2.7 the born-oppenheimer approximation

The Hamiltonian of the free radiation field can be described by a sum of independent harmonic oscillators each of them representing one field mode [95], i.e.
Z


e0
2
d~r ~Eˆ ⊥
(~r, t) − c2~Bˆ 2 (~r, t)
(74)
ĤR (t) =
2
V


1
†
= h̄ ∑ ∑ ωk âkλ (t) âkλ (t) +
,
(75)
2
k λ=1,2
where we have used Eq. 58 and Eq. 59. In momentum gauge and in the minimal
coupling

~
~p → ~p − e A,

(76)

the matter-field coupling is given by
Z
h
i
ˆ
~ˆ (~r, t) − ρ̂(~r, t)Û (~r, t) .
ĤR-P (t) = d~r ~j(~r, t) A

(77)

V

In light-matter coupled problems, the dipole approximation (long-wavelength
approximation) and the change of the frame to the so-called length gauge (multipol gauge) are typically used5 . This change of gauge can be obtained generally
by using the Power-Zienau-Woolley transformation [94, 96–98]. The resulting
Hamiltonian for the light-matter interaction reads in the new gauge explicitly as
1
ĤR-P (t) =
e0

Z
V

1
d~r~Eˆ ⊥ (~r, t) · ~
Pˆ⊥ (~r, t) +
2e0

Z
V

d~r |~
Pˆ⊥ (~r, t)|2 ,

(78)

where ~
Pˆ⊥ is the transversal part of the polarization operator of the system. The
polarization operator of the electrons in the dipole approximation is given by the
dipole operator, i.e. P̂ = − ∑i er̂i .
2. 7

the born-oppenheimer approximation

In general many-body calculations where electrons and nuclei are treated, typically the Born-Oppenheimer approximation is applied. This approximation partly
decouples [99] the electronic from the nuclear degrees of freedom by exploiting
the large mass differences of electrons and nuclei. This mass difference naturally
implies different time scales of these particles and thus allows to significantly
simplify the problem. In general, the many-body wave function can be written
as a superposition of nuclear and electronic parts [100]
Ψ j (~R1 , ..., ~RK ;~r1 σ1 , ...,~r N σN ) =

∑ Ψnjk (~R1 , ..., ~RK )Ψek (~R1 , ..., ~RK ;~r1 σ1 , ...,~r N σN ),
k

(79)
with the position Rl of the l-th nuclei and spin-orientation σ of the j-th electron
[101]. In this expansion, the exact wave function is then typically approximated
5 In general, the dipol approximation is applicable if the size of the considered matter system is
small in comparison to the wave length of the electromagnetic field. Beyond dipole treatment is
required e.g. for very large molecules or molecular clusters.
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by only one expansion coefficient, i.e. the adiabatic Born-Oppenheimer approximation. Hence, the Schrödinger equation decouples in one equation for the electrons and one equation for the nuclei. For a given set of fixed (clamped) nuclei
~Rα , the static electronic Schrödinger equation
Ĥe Ψek (~R1 , ..., ~RK ;~r1 σ1 , ...,~r N σN ) = ( T̂e + V̂n-e + V̂e-e )Ψek (~R1 , ..., ~RK ;~r1 σ1 , ...,~r N σN )
(80)

= Ek (~R1 , ..., ~RK )Ψek (~R1 , ..., ~RK ;~r1 σ1 , ...,~r N σN )
(81)
depends on the three spatial coordinates of each electron and allows to calculate the electronic wave function Ψk . The electronic eigenenergies Ek (~R1 , ..., ~RK )
contribute to the potential energy surfaces that also include the nuclear potential
Vn-n (~R1 , ..., ~RK ) given by Eq. 71. However, the dimension of the many-electron
Schrödinger equation increases exponentially with the number of electrons [101]
and approximate schemes for solving it are required. One of these approximations is the Hartree-Fock theory introduced in Sec. 2.8. Alternatively, densityfunctional theory can be used to calculate these potential-energy surfaces.
2 .8

the hartree-fock method

The Hartree-Fock method, in which the N-electron problem is replaced by N
coupled one-electron ones, is a wave-function based variational method optimizing the single-particle orbitals of a single Slater determinant such that the total
energy of the system becomes minimal [102, 103].
The variational principle for the energy allows to find stationary points of the
expectation value of the Hartree-Fock Hamiltonian with respect to small variations in the orbitals φj → φj + δφj ,
δE = δ hΨ| ĤHF |Ψi = 0.

(82)

As ansatz for the many-body wave function serves a single Slater-determinant
φ1 (~r1 )
..
.

1
Ψ(~r1 , · · · ,~r N ) = √
φj (~r1 )
N!
..
.

···
..
.

φ1 (~r j )
..
.

···

φ1 (~r N )
..
.

···

φj (~r j )
..
.

···
..
.

φj (~r N ) ,
..
.

(83)

φN (~r1 ) · · · φN (~r j ) · · · φN (~r N )
which is an antisymmetrized product of single-particle orbitals, typically of Slater2
φ(~r ) ∝ e−a~r or Gaussian-type φ(~r ) ∝ e−a~r [104]. Due to the antisymmetrization
of the Slater determinant the Pauli exclusion principle is naturally fulfilled. The
orbital φj (~r N ) corresponds to the j-th orbital occupied by the N-th electron and
the factor √1 ensures the normalization of the total wave function.
N!

2.8 the hartree-fock method

Instead of solving one N-particle Schrödinger equation, each of the N-coupled
single-particle Hartree Fock equations
ĤHF φj = Ĥ (~r j ) + v̂hx φj = e j φj

(84)

need to be solved self-consistently. The Hartree and the non-local exchange term
v̂hx =

e2
4πe0

occ

1

1

∑ hφn | |~r j −~rn | |φn i − |φn i hφn | |~r j −~rn |

(85)

n =1

couple each of the j-th single-particle orbitals to all remaining occupied orbitals.
The term
Ĥ (~r j ) = −

h̄2 ~ 2
e
∇r j −
2m
4πe0

K

Qα
~
α=1 |~r j − Rα |

∑

(86)

includes the kinetic operator for the j-th electron plus its potential energy in
the field of all nuclei. All particle-particle interactions are mimicked by a selfconsistent net field created by all charges in the system [102].
To solve the Hartree-Fock equations, it is necessary to specify the form of the
spin orbitals, which are either a set of restricted closed-shell spin orbitals or a set
of unrestricted open-shell spin orbitals [105].
In a self-consistent scheme, the one-particle orbitals of this ansatz are varied
until the resulting Slater-determinant minimizes the energy of the system
E0 = hΨ0 | ĤHF |Ψ0 i ≤ hΨ| ĤHF |Ψi

(87)

and therefore, within the Hartree-Fock scheme, represents the best possible approximate ground-state wave function of the system that consists of a single
Slater determinant. Alternatively, E0 can also be expressed directly in terms of
the single-particle orbitals [99]
E0 =

1
2

occ

∑ ej +

φj ĤHF φj .

(88)

j =1

The Hartree-Fock method scales with N 4 , where N denotes the number of basis functions [104]. For large distances in molecular dissociation processes, the
Hartree-Fock wave function described by a Slater determinant does not reduce
to the proper atomic limit [77], but for a range of problems, the Hartree-Fock
method is in good agreement with experiments leading to an error of the energy
which is below 1 %. The limitation of the energy accuracy is associated with the
electron correlation problem [106]. The accuracy of other observables such as the
molecular dipole moments, the electric polarizabilities, the electronic excitation
energies and force constants among others is usually within 5-10 % [107]. The
Hartree-Fock method considers exchange by the antisymmetrization and considers the Coulomb repulsion by taking the spatial average over all remaining
electron positions.
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D E N S I T Y- B A S E D M E T H O D S

Ground-state DFT [56–59, 108, 109] and time-dependent density-functional theory (TDDFT) [110–114] provide an exact framework to the many-body problem
in quantum mechanics. Given an interacting N-particle system, the essence of
ground-state DFT is to replace the 3N-dimensional wave function by a fundamental descriptor of significantly lower dimension, i.e. the three-dimensional electronic ground-state density. The framework of DFT that formally underpins such
a replacement is given in Sec. 3.2. Meanwhile, a variety of extensions to groundstate and time-dependent DFT have been developed that are nowadays used to
study all different kinds of many-body problems. For example, systems coupled
to an external magnetic field can be described in the framework of current-spin
density functional theory (CSDFT), where the fundamental descriptors are given
by the density n(~r ), the magnetization m(~r ) and the paramagnetic current ~j p [115].
Typically, here the particles are treated in the non-relativistic limit, which is overcome by relativistic density-functional theory (RDFT). A particular new branch is
QEDFT that generalizes the concepts of DFT and TDDFT. QEDFT overcomes the classical treatment of the electromagnetic field by treating the particles as well as the
photons on the same theoretical footing, e.g. relevant for systems in a cavity. In
Sec. 3.3 we discuss how ground-state DFT can be formally extended to fractional
particle numbers and introduce the concepts relevant in QEDFT. Having the theoretical setup at hand, Sec. 3.4 describes how the Kohn-Sham approach makes use
of the formal concepts presented in Sec. 3.2 and Sec. 3.3. Together with the approximations to the xc functional discussed in Sec. 3.5, the Kohn-Sham approach
establishes DFT as a practical tool in computational science.
3 .1

formal setup of ground-state density-functional theory

Usually in the electronic structure theory community the matter is treated within
the framework of many-body quantum theory, while the electromagnetic fields
are treated within the framework of classical electromagnetic field theory. In such
a treatment, the feedback of the electrons to the electrodynamic field is neglected.
The considered Hamiltonian of Eq. 81 in first quantization is given by
N

Ĥe =

∑−

i =1

N
h̄2 ~ 2
1 N
e2
∇i + ∑ v(~ri ) + ∑
2m
2 i6= j 4πe0 |~ri −~r j |
i =1

(89)

and reads in second quantization
Ĥe =

∑

Z

d~r Ψ̂†σ (~r )

∑0

Z Z

σ

e2
+
4πe0

σ,σ

h̄2 ~ 2
− ∇
+ V (~r )
2m

d~rd~r 0 Ψ̂†σ (~r )Ψ̂†σ0 (~r 0 )

!
Ψ̂σ (~r )

1
Ψ̂ 0 (~r 0 )Ψ̂σ (~r ).
|~r −~r 0 | σ

(90)
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The complexity in solving the exact many-body problem corresponding to the
Hamiltonian in Eq. 89 and in Eq. 90 still goes beyond the technological capabilities of nowadays available computers making further simplifications necessary.
In the following, we will show that DFT exploits the one-to-one correspondence
between the local potential v(~r ) and the electronic ground-state density n00 (~r )
introduced in Def. 2.1.1.
3 .2

concepts in ground-state density-functional theory

The formal setup of DFT relies on the existence and uniqueness of the density-topotential map. While Sec. 3.2.1 introduces the Hohenberg-Kohn theorems which
guarantee the uniqueness of this map, Sec. 3.2.2 is considered with the v-and
N-representability conditions which assure its existence. In Eq. 102 we introduce
the variational principle as a formal prescription on how to find the ground-state
energy of the system. However, the search for the minimum of the energy functional is performed over the domain of all trial densities - including those which
are not generated by an external potential, i.e. unphysical densities. This is the
so-called interacting v-representability problem.
One practical way to circumvent the v-representability problem is the Levy-Lieb
constrained search introduced in Sec. 3.2.3. Here, additional constraints within
the variational principle restrict the domain of the search to the subset of Nrepresentable densities. Sec. 3.2.4 discusses a more formal way to handle the
v-representability problem, i.e. to reformulate DFT in terms of the Legendre transformation.
3 .2. 1

The Hohenberg-Kohn theorem

The theoretical foundations of density-functional theory were laid by the pioneering work of Walter Kohn and Pierre Hohenberg [109]. For isolated systems
in an arbitrary local real-space potential with non-degenerate ground-state and
for fixed particle-particle interaction, Kohn and Hohenberg established the fundamental maps required to solve the many-body quantum problem in a computational efficient way. The theoretical foundations of density-functional theory
are encapsulated into two fundamental theorems known as the Hohenberg-Kohn
theorems given in Theo. 3.2.1 and Theo. 3.2.2.
Fig. 3 depicts the exact maps relevant in ground-state density functional theory,
j
i.e. the maps between the set of the ground-state wave functions P = {Ψ0 (~r )},
the set of the local potentials V = {v j (~r )}, and the set of the ground-state densij
ties N = {n00 (~r )}, where the different elements in the set are labeled by j. Each
element j illustrated as a black-filled circle in Fig. 3 corresponds to a function in
real-space ~r as indicated for the density and potential in Fig. 6.
The static many-body Schrödinger equation of Eq. 7 defines a map
j

A : V → P , v j (r ) 7 → Ψ l (r )

(91)
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1-to-1-map
P

B
◦

B

N

C

:A

A

V

Figure 3: Schematic illustration of the one-to-one map between elements in the set of local potentials V , the set of non-degenerate N-electron ground-state wave function P , and the set of ground-state electron densities N . Assuming N- and
v-representability, every element in V has an exact one-to-one equivalent in N
and P , where each element indicated as black-filled circle represents a function
in real-space ~r.

that connects elements from the set of local external potentials to its image in the
set of ground-state wave functions (l = 0) and in the set of excited-state wave
functions (l 6= 0). The map
j

j

B : P → N , Ψ0 (~r ) 7→ n00 (~r )

(92)

connects elements in the set of the ground-state wave functions to elements in the
set of ground-state electron densities by exploiting Eq. 5. The v-representability
condition [116–120] discussed in Sec. 3.2.2 assures that the map
j

C : A ◦ B : V → N , v j 7→ n00

(93)

between elements in the set of local potentials V and elements in the set of
ground-state densities N is surjective, i.e. that every element j in the set of N is
generated by an element in the set of V [121]. An illustration of surjective, but
not injective maps is given in Fig. 41 . By restricting the co-domain of the map C
to the set of v-representable densities, the v-representable condition guarantees
the surjectivity and hence, the existence of the combined map C : A ◦ B . Note,
surjectivity of map A requires that every wave function in the set P is generated
by an external potential in the set V . Similarly, the surjectivity of the map B requires that every density in the set N is generated by a wave function in the set
P . The surjectivity of the map B restricts the set N to the set of densities that are
N-representable, while the surjectivity of the map C additionally restricts the set
N to the set of densities that are v-representable.
Hohenberg and Kohn proved under certain restrictions that a surjective map
A and a surjective map B is injective. Together with the existence of the map
assured by the v- and N-representability condition all maps in Fig. 3 become
bijective. The injectivity of map A implies that any distinct potentials in the set
1 Non-uniqueness is a common problem e.g. in spin-DFT [122].
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Domain of B is
co-domain of A

Domain of A
v1

Ψ10

A

v3

n100

B

Ψ20

v1

Co-domain of B
and C : A ◦ B

Ψ30

v4

n200
j

j

Ψ0 ∈ P

vj ∈ V

n00 ∈ N

Figure 4: Non-unique maps. Schematic illustration of the surjective, but not injective
map C : A ◦ B . Red arrows depict the map between elements marked as blackfilled circles from their domain onto their co-domain. Surjective maps allow
that the image in the co-domain corresponds to distinct elements in the domain.
The map A maps the set of local potentials V to the set of non-degenerate Nelectron ground-state wave function P , and the map B maps the set P onto the
set of ground-state electron densities N . Every element in the co-domain has
at least one element in its corresponding domain. This is assured for the map
B by the N-representability condition, while the map C additionally requires
the v-representability condition.

V that lead to a non-degenerate ground-state of the system always generate dis0
j
j0
tinct ground-state wave functions in the set P , i.e. if v j 6= v j then Ψ0 6= Ψ0 . The
injectivity of map B implies that distinct non-degenerate ground-states never
j
j0
j
j0
generate the same ground-state density, i.e. if Ψ0 6= Ψ0 than n00 6= n00 , see also
Ref. [123].
From the bijectivity of the maps A and B directly follows that also the map
C is bijective and therefore, that the map C is fully invertible. Mathematically,
the domain and the co-domain of the map C can be swapped implying that the
external potential of a physical system v(~r ) is fully determined by its electron
ground-state density n00 (~r ).
From the uniqueness of the map C (up to an additive constant) follows that
the map is invertible and we can write
j

C −1 : N → V , n00 7→ v j .

(94)
j

The one-to-one correspondence between n00 and v j is the essence of the first
Hohenberg-Kohn theorem [109] in Theo. 3.2.1.
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Theorem 3.2.1: First Hohenberg-Kohn Theorem
For isolated systems in an arbitrary local real-space potential with nondegenerate ground-state and for fixed particle-particle interaction, the map
between the local potential and the electron density of the system is (up to
an additive constant) unique, i.e.
v(~r ) ←→ n00 (~r ).

(95)

1-to-1

In other words, the ground-state electron density n00 [v] is a unique functional of the external potential and vice versa v[n00 ].
Domain of B is
co-domain of A

Domain of A
v1

Ψ10

A

Co-domain of B
and C : A ◦ B
n100

B

v2

Ψ20

v3

Ψ30

n300

v4

Ψ40

n400

j

Ψ0 ∈ P

vj ∈ V

n200

j

n00 ∈ N

Figure 5: Schematic illustration of the bijective map between elements marked as blackfilled circles from their domain onto their co-domain as proven by HohenbergKohn. The map A maps the set of local potentials V to the set of nondegenerate N-electron ground-state wave functions P , and the map B maps
the set P onto the set of ground-state electron densities N . The surjectivity of
the map C : A ◦ B is assured by the v-representability condition, HohenbergKohn proved that the the map C is also injective, and hence bijective. Every
element in C has exactly one corresponding element in the set A and B .

In general, where the domain of B also contains degenerate ground-state wave
functions, the inversion of map B , i.e.
j

j

B −1 : N → P , n00 (r ) 7→ Ψl (r )

(96)

is not unique making it impossible to construct the ground-state wave function
of a system given solely its electronic ground-state density and without solving the Schrödinger equation [124]. In the case of degenerate ground-state wave
functions, the "ground-state density uniquely determines a manifold of degenerate states", each of which "uniquely determines the potential" [122]. As example
Ref. [122] provides the non-interacting Li atom, in which the external potential
generates a unique density that corresponds to distinct wave functions. However,
for non-degenerate ground-state wave functions, the map B defines a functional
Ψ00 [n00 ]. Note, the wavefunctional Ψ (α(~r ), n00 (~r )) further depends on the choice
of an arbitrary gauge function α(~r ). In the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem, the gauge
function is set to zero and the wave function solely depends on the ground-state
density [125].
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The wavefunctional allows to express expectation values of arbitrary operators
Ô as functionals of the ground-state density, i.e.

Oii [n00 ] = hΨi [n00 ]| Ô |Ψi [n00 ]i .

(97)

In particular, the total energy of the system can be defined in terms of the density
of the system, i.e.
E[n[v(~r )]] = hΨ0 [n]| T̂ + V̂e-e + V̂ |Ψ0 [n]i

=

Z

v(~r )n[v(~r )]d~r + FHK [n[v(~r )]],

(98)
(99)

with the Hohenberg-Kohn functional as in Def. 3.2.1.
Definition 3.2.1: Universal Hohenberg-Kohn Functional
The expectation value of the kinetic energy operator T̂ and the electronelectron interaction operator V̂e-e is called the universal Hohenberg-Kohn
functional, i.e.
FHK [n[v(~r )]] = hΨ[n[v(~r )]]| T̂ + V̂e-e |Ψ[n[v(~r )]]i

= E[n[v(~r )], N ] −

Z

v(~r )n[v(~r )]d~r.

(100)
(101)

The Hohenberg-Kohn functional has no explicit dependence on the external potential v j , but has an implicit one via its dependence on the density n00 [v]. Therefore, the exact Hohenberg-Kohn functional is universal, i.e. it is able to accurately
describe different systems ranging from molecules to solids [126], while its functional form remains the same. In contrast to the wavefunctional, the HohenbergKohn functional is a unique functional with well-defined domains and analytic
properties [124].
Theorem 3.2.2: Second Hohenberg-Kohn Theorem
The energy functional has its minimum at the ground-state density of the
interacting-system. The variational principle reads
E00 = E[n00 ] ≤ E[n] = FHK [n] +

Z

v(~r )n(~r )d~r.

(102)

In general, the explicit density dependence of arbitrary observables is unknown
and the lack of general recipes on how to derive explicit density functionals
of arbitrary operators can hamper practical DFT applications. In this work, we
illustrate the explicit density dependence of arbitrary observables as functional
of the density for our specific model systems. Constructing the explicit density
map illustrates what was proven by Hohenberg and Kohn. This is not only of
educational value, but also allows to get new insight, e.g. by studying on how
signatures of the density-to-potential map show in arbitrary density functionals.
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3 .2.2

Existence of the maps: N- and v-representability condition

Under the assumptions of the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem discussed in Sec. 3.2.1,
the theorem guarantees that if the density-to-potential map of a system exists,
it is a unique, fully invertible map. Nevertheless, the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem
does not say anything about the existence of this map. Further, the HohenbergKohn functional does not tell us if the density that minimizes the energy functional gives us back a true physical quantity, i.e. that the resulting density originates from an (i) antisymmetric many-body wave function corresponding to the
ground-state of an arbitrary (ii) local external potential [57]. Condition (i) and (ii)
are the so-called N and v-representability condition. The exact Hohenberg-Kohn
functional is the smallest N-representable functional [127, 128]. In detail, it is
distinguished between the (i) interacting, the (ii) non-interacting, the (iii) purestate and the (iv) ensemble v-representability condition. Each of which refers
to the question whether the density of (i) an interacting system, of (ii) an noninteracting system, of (iii) a pure ground-state Ψ0 or of (iv) an statistical ensemble
is generated by an external potential, respectively.
The interacting v-representability guarantees not only the existence of the densityto-potential map, but also guarantees that the density that minimizes the energy
functional represents a true physical quantity. While the interacting v-representability condition complements the first Hohenberg-Kohn theorem and therefore, further consolidates the formal framework of DFT, the non-interacting vrepresentability condition is essential for practical DFT calculations. The essence
of usual DFT calculations is to replace the interacting system by a much simpler
auxiliary non-interacting one, i.e. the Kohn-Sham approach discussed in detail in
Sec. 3.4. The Kohn-Sham approach solely works if a non-interacting potential exists that reproduces the density of the interacting system, i.e. the non-interacting
v-representability condition [129].
Given its fundamental importance, we briefly review under which conditions
a ground-state density is v- or N-representable.
For the electron density the N-representability problem is solved, since any nonnegative, differentiable, normalized function can be written in terms of some
antisymmetric wave function, and therefore is N-representable.
Herein, differenp
R
~ n(~r )|2 < ∞ [130, 131].
tiability ensures that the kinetic energy is finite, i.e. |∇
Unfortunately, assuring v-representability of a given density is a more difficult
task. As pointed out by Mel Levy in Ref. [132] "countless" non-v-representable
densities appear "in the neighborhood of ensemble-v-representable densities".
So is there any hope? The answer is: it depends. As shown in Ref. [119], in
infinite-dimensional space not every density is v-representable. Fortunately, there
are several ways around the v-representable problem. In its original formulation, the Hohenberg-Kohn theorems were restricted to pure-state v-representable
densities. The first examples of non-v-representable densities that have been
brought up by Ref. [133] and Ref. [134] are not pure-state but at least ensemble-
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v-representable. For such densities it is sufficient to enlarge the domain of the
variational search to the set of trial densities that are constructible as convex
combination of the degenerate densities, i.e. the set of ensemble-v-representable
trial densities. However, in general, it is not clear how to restrict the domain to
the set of v-representable densities.
The Levy-Lieb constrained search [134, 135]2 introduced in Sec. 3.2.3 circumvents
the v-representability problem by modifying the domain of the search to the set
of trial densities that are N-representable. Note, in Ref. [119] it is shown that not
every N-representable density is ensemble v-representable. However, if the density in the constrained search is v-representable then the energy minimum equals
the Hohenberg-Kohn functional [138]. A more formal way to circumvent the vrepresentability is to reformulate DFT in terms of the Legendre-transformation
as discussed in Sec. 3.2.4. Provided that the Legendre transformation exists, it
immediately follows that each density corresponds to a conjugated external potential [124, 134, 139–141].
Going from infinite-dimensional space to finite-dimensional space, it could be
shown [57, 118, 120, 129, 142, 143] that any differentiable, normalized and strictly
positive fermionic or bosonic density is ensemble-v-representable. In this thesis, we explicitly construct the density maps by exact diagonalization of model
Hamiltonians in finite dimension. By construction each density corresponds to
an external potential and to a N-particle wave function, and hence is N- and vrepresentable. In general, exact diagonalization is numerically not feasible. Alternatively, the density maps can be found by applying the Levy-Liebs constrained
search formalism to our model system. While the normalization constrained in
the search assures that the trial densities are N-representable, the finite dimension of the lattice assures that any positive normalized density that minimizes the
energy functional is also v-representable. The N- and v-representability also assures the existence of the Legendre transformation that is discussed in Sec. 3.2.4.
3 .2. 3

Levy-Lieb constrained search

There is no systematic procedure that allows to restrict the domain of trial densities to the set of v-representable ones [136, 137]. One way to handle the vrepresentability problem is the constrained search formalism of Levy and Lieb.
The Levy-Lieb constrained search restricts the domain to the set of N-representable
trial densities and therefore, simply circumvents the v-representability problem.
The single minimization principle as in Eq. 8 is replaced by a minimization procedures that is performed by two separate steps [137] as can be seen in Def. 3.2.2.

2 Note, the domain of the search in Eq. 102 goes over all trial densities that are positive definite and
integrate to the particle number of the system, for further details see e.g. Ref. [136, 137]. Therefore,
the domain of the variational search in Eq. 102 also includes the subset of densities that are not
generated by an external potential, i.e. the set of non-v-representable densities [137].
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Definition 3.2.2: Levy-Lieb constrained search
The Levy-Lieb constrained search is given by


Z
E00 = min inf hΨ[n(~r )]| T̂ + V̂e-e |Ψ[n(~r )]i + v(~r )n[v(~r )]d~r . (103)
n

Ψ→n

The inner minimization
QHK [n(~r )] = inf hΨ[n(~r )]| T̂ + V̂e-e |Ψ[n(~r )]i
Ψ→n

(104)

searches for the minimum of the expectation value of kinetic energy plus electronelectron interaction operator over the domain of all N-representable wave function. Therefore, the inner minimization assures that the density stems from an
antisymmetric wave functions. The outer minimization


Z
(105)
E00 = min Q HK [n] + v(~r )n[v(~r )]d~r
n

further restricts the domain to the set of densities that integrate to the particle
number of the system. The domain of the search in Eq. 105 still includes the
subset of densities that are not generated by an external potential, i.e. the set of
non-v-representable densities [136]. Provided that the minimizing density is vrepresentable, the functional defined in Eq. 104 is equal to the Hohenberg-Kohn
functional, i.e. QHK [n(~r )] = FHK [n(~r )] [138]. Formally, the Levy-Lieb constrained
search for pure states can be extended to ensembles [144, 145].
3 .2.4

DFT in terms of the Legendre transformation

A more formal way to handle the v-representability problem is given by the reformulation of the Hohenberg-Kohn variational problem in terms of the Legendre
transformation [124, 134, 139–141]. In the Legendre transformation framework of
DFT, the Hohenberg-Kohn functional is defined as
Z

FHK [ N, n(~r )] = − inf
n(~r )v(~r )d~r − E[v(~r )] ,
(106)
v

where the old variable


δE
n00 (~r ) =
,
δv(~r ) N

(107)

is replaced by the derivative of the old functional E[ N, v(~r )] with respect to the
old variable v(~r ) at constant particle number N. This leads to a generalized variational principle for a fixed local potential over a set of trial densities [124].
Taking the Legendre transformation of the Hohenberg-Kohn functional yields
Z

E[ N, v(~r )] = inf
n(~r )v(~r )d~r + FHK [n(~r )] ,
(108)
n
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where the conjugated variable is given by


δFHK
v(~r ) = −
.
δn N

(109)

The question whether the density that minimizes the energy functional E[ N, n( x )]
is v-representable can be replaced by asking whether the Legendre transformation of the energy functional E[ N, v(~r )] exists [134]. Further the Legendre transformation allows a formal proof of the convexity of FHK [n] in n, which is a necessary criterion for the existence of the global minima of the system and therefore
formally underpins Theo. 3.2.2.
The differential form of E[ N, v] is given by
dE = µdN +

Z

n(~r )δv(~r )d~r.

(110)

While the electronic ground-state density of Eq. 107 describes the local response
to perturbations in the energy functional with respect to the external potential
for fixed particle number, the chemical potential
 
δE
µ=
,
(111)
N v(~r)
describes the global response of the system to changes with respect to the total
particle number for fixed external potential [146].
The existence of the Legendre transformation allows a change of variables from
the external potential v(~r ) to the ground-state density n00 (~r ) in the concave energy functional E[v(~r )] in v. By construction, the Legendre formalism of DFT
assures v-representability of the density.
3 .3

extensions to the concepts of ground-state dft

The concepts introduced in Sec. 3.2 provide a powerful theoretical framework.
In its original formulation DFT is restricted to a subset of physical interesting
problems, but its mathematical rigor and its success in practical applications
rapidly lead to a variety of extensions. This work is mainly concerned with processes in which the particle number of the system changes adiabatically in time.
Note, the concepts introduced so far are valid for fixed particle number. Therefore, Sec. 3.3.1 introduces the concept of the intrasystem derivative discontinuity,
an exact concept for infinitesimally weak coupled system-bath complexes with
degenerate ground-state. Using the concept of the derivative discontinuity, DFT
is able to describe processes in which the particle number of the system can
change gradually in time. Sec. 3.3.1 extends the Hohenberg-Kohn formalism to
finite temperature that in general lifts the degeneracy of the ground-state.
3 .3. 1

DFT for fractional particle numbers

In its original formulation the Hohenberg-Kohn theorems are valid for isolated
systems with fixed particle number N. In particular, the particle number can be
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expressed in terms of the ground-state density N [n00 ]. The description of observables that explicitly depend on the particle number of the system such as the
ionization energy, the electron affinity or the band gap of the system require to
extend the concepts introduced so far, where the particle number was kept fixed
at constant integer value. Along the lines of Hohenberg-Kohns original formulation of DFT, density functionals are only defined for the set of discrete integer
values N. Each fixed value of N corresponds to one minimization procedure that
yields the real-space ground-state density of the considered system. By construction, these density functionals show a discontinuous behavior along the cut of N
that only have values at integer particle number N.
intersystem derivative discontinuity For systems with a degenerate
ground-state, these discontinues values at integer N can be connected via straight
lines introducing an infinitesimally weak coupling from the system to an external
bath [68]. The coupling formally allows to consider the system as an open quantum system that can change its particle number gradually in time, and therefore
the value of N can take fractional values.
Considering a two-fold degenerate density with the density n00,1 corresponding to a N-particle system and the density n00,2 corresponding to a N + 1 particle
system, functionals along the cut in N can be constructed as convex combination
F = (1 − ω ) FN + ωFN +1

(112)

with the mixing parameter 0 ≤ ω ≤ 1 as has been shown by Ref. [68, 147]. We like
to highlight that this straight-line behavior is only exact in the limit of an exact
degeneracy of the ground-state. Nevertheless, with caution this straight-line behavior is a very good approximation for systems with a near-degeneracy of the
ground-state. Such near-degenerate density functionals approach the straightline behavior of the functionals as constructed in Eq. 112, while the eigenenergies of the system approaches a real degeneracy, i.e. the transition from an
avoided crossing to a real-crossing of the eigenergies. However, the mixing in
the degenerate subspace of the ground-state densities results in a functional dependency along the cut in N that is given by straight lines, which change their
slopes at integer values of N [68, 147]. At points where the slope changes, the
derivatives of the density functionals constructed as in Eq. 112 show the wellknown intersystem derivative discontinuity. Contrarily, functionals along the cut
in the variable N that correspond to systems with a near-degenerate groundstate always have a well-defined gradient. A text-book example is the derivative
discontinuity of the Hohenberg-Kohn functional along the cut in the variable N
(linked to the so-called band-gap problem in DFT). In this work, we illustrate
also other observables as functional of N and illustrate their straight-line behavior for systems with a real-degenerate ground-state. Further, we illustrate how
the near-degeneracy lifts the derivative discontinuity and leads to functionals
that have a well-defined gradient along the cut in the variable N.
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Definition 3.3.1: Straight-line behavior & derivative discontinuity
The straight-line behavior refers to the functional behavior of the energy
functional along the cut in the variable N. This is an exact condition for systems with degenerate ground-state for which the density can be constructed
as convex combination in the degenerate subspace [68, 147]. The derivative
of E[ N ] with respect to the particle number becomes discontinuous at integer values of N, where the slope of E[ N ] changes its values. The change in
the slope of E[ N ] corresponds to the energy that is required to add or to
remove a particle from the system.
the mermin-theorem The Mermin theorem naturally allows the treatment
of systems with fractional particle numbers within the framework of DFT by
generalizing the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem to finite temperatures. For a grandcanonical ensemble at a given temperature and chemical potential,
(i) the map between the external potential v(~r ) and the equilibrium density neq (~r )
is bijective, i.e.

v(~r ) ↔ neq (~r ) = Tr ρ̂eq n̂
(113)
(ii) and the equilibrium density minimizes
Ω[n] = FM [n](µ, T ) − µ N̂ + ∑ v j n j

(114)

j

with the universal Mermin-functional


FM [n](µ, T ) = Tr ρ̂eq [n] T̂ + Ŵ + k B Tln(ρ̂eq [n])

(115)

The equilibrium density-matrix is defined as
ρ̂eq =

e− β( Ĥ −µ N̂ )
o
n
Tr e− β( Ĥ −µ N̂ )

(116)



and minimizes Ω(ρ̂) = Tr ρ̂ Ĥ + k B Tln(ρ̂) − µ N̂
such that Ω(ρ̂eq ) = E −
TS − µN = −k B TlnZ is the
grand-canonical
potential
with
E the internal energy,
n
o
− β( Ĥ −µ N̂ )
S the entropy and Z = Tr e
the partition function [148].
partitioning of the system Another way to treat fractional particle numbers using density-based methods is given by density-based fragment techniques [149] including partitioning density-functional theory (PDFT) [150] , subsystem DFT [151] and quantum mechanical embedding theories based on the density
matrix such as density-matrix embedding theory (DMET) [152]. The underlying
concept of such density-based fragment techniques [149] is the partitioning of the
total system - that is too complex to be described fully quantum-mechanically into its usually smaller, easier traceable subunits that then can be treated fully
quantum-mechanically. Such procedures are commonly used to partition large
molecules into its atomic subsystems or molecular fragments [153]. Among the
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many partitioning schemes that can be found in literature, we like to highlight
the Hirshfeld partitioning scheme [154] that divides the system such that the
information distance between different fragments is minimized [155] and the
Bader partitioning scheme [156] that divides the system into fragments with
sharp boundaries whenever the charge density perpendicular to the boundary
surface passes a minima [155]. The decomposition of the total system into such
"chemical building blocks" reduces the computational cost and usually offers an
alternative route to gain further insight about the system [157]. Formally, the
density can be written as a sum over all of j subsystem-densities n00,j (~r ), i.e.
S

n00 (~r ) =

∑ n00,j (~r),

(117)

j =1

where S denotes the number of subsystems within the system. Without external
constraints this partitioning of the density is not unique [151].
3 .3.2

DFT for coupled electron-photon systems

QEDFT generalizes the concepts of ground-state DFT to correlated electron-photon
problems. Within the framework of QEDFT the matter as well as the fields can
be described quantum mechanically in an computationally efficient manner. In
particular, QEDFT allows to theoretically describe experiments at the interface of
quantum optics and quantum chemistry, where the considered systems within
QEDFT are typically located in an optical cavity [114]. For example, QEDFT allows
to describe experiments that modulate the chemical properties of molecules inside a cavity.

Concepts in quantum optics include exact diagonalization of model Hamiltonians and the reduced density matrix formulation among others. A complementary view is now offered by the framework of QEDFT. QEDFT allows to describe
the quantum nature of electrons and photons on the same quantized footing. It
is an exact reformulation of the following Schrödinger equation [158–160] containing N electrons interacting with Np photon modes with frequency ωα with
α = kλ and ~
Pˆ = −e ∑iN=1~ri
Ĥ (t) = Ĥe (t) + Ĥ p (t)
N

Ĥe (t) =

∑

i =1

−

(118)

h̄2 ~ 2
∇ + vext (~ri , t)
2m i


N
1 p  2
Ĥ p (t) = ∑ p̂α + ωα2
2 α =1

!

e2
1
∑
4πe0 ij,i> j ~ri −~r j
!2 
~λα ˆ
jα (t)
q̂α +
· ~P  + ext q̂α .
ωα
ωα

+

(119)

(120)

and allows to describe e.g. electrons in an optical cavity. The variable pα and qα
describe the photon field and the photon displacement variable qα is here the
displacement of the α-th harmonic oscillator associated to the photon mode. It
is directly proportional to the electric displacement field observable of the α-th
mode. The effective strength of the electron-photon interaction is given by the
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electron-photon interaction parameter ~λα .
The mathematical rigorous formulation of QEDFT can be found in Refs. [158, 161,
162] and in the following, we briefly summarize, what is necessary in the framework of the current work. QEDFT is based on the one-to-one correspondence between sets of conjugated pairs of variables, i.e. between the set of the external
(α)
potential for the electrons and the photons (vext (~r, t) and jext (t)), and the set of
the electron density n(~r, t) and photon analogue qα (t), i.e.
(α)

(vext (~r, t), jext (t)) ←→ (n(~r, t), qα (t)) .
1:1

(121)

The photon quantity
s
qkλ (t) = hΨ(t)| q̂kλ |Ψ(t)i =

h̄
hΨ(t)| â†kλ + âkλ |Ψ(t)i ,
2ωkλ

(122)

where â†kλ and âkλ are the creation and annihilation operators introduced in
Sec. 2.6 and q̂kλ denotes the displacement of the k-th harmonic oscillator associated to the photon mode. It is directly proportional to the electric displacement
field observable of the k-th mode as in Eq. 58. The theoretical foundations of
DFT for correlated electron-photon systems are given by Ref. [114, 158, 161, 162].
As in electronic DFT, we can exploit the one-to-one correspondence to setup a
Kohn-Sham construction that allows to simulate the many-body dynamics by a
non-interacting system. The latter system is naturally computationally more appealing. However, this replacement comes with a prize, namely the typically xc
potential emerges and has to be approximated in all practical applications. Neglecting this xc potential leads to the mean-field potential that is identical to a
classical Maxwell-Schrödinger simulation [163, 164]. However, also first approximations to the xc potential of correlated electron-photon systems are already on
the market such as the optimized effective potential approximation [159].
The Hilbert space of the corresponding ground-state wave function of the coupled electron-field system is equal to H = H ph ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ He + H ph ⊗ He . The
dimension of the Hilbert space of the system increases with the number of electrons and photon modes within the system, the number of photons within each
mode and with the number of polarization directions of the electromagnetic field.
For example a cavity system that considers a two-dimensional electron that is
sampled on a real-space grid with 20 points in each direction and coupled to a
single-photon mode that can host up to 200 photons with two polarization directions has already a Hilbert space of dimension 20 × 20 × 200 × 200 = 16 000 000.
Contrarily, in the Kohn-Sham approach of QEDFT, the electronic equations of motion partially decouple from the photonic ones. The remaining dimension of the
problem stated above is 20 × 20 for the electrons and 200 × 2 for the photons.
Both systems are still coupled via n(r, t) and qα (t) and have to be solved selfconsistently.
3 .4

dft in practice

While Sec. 3.2 and Sec. 3.3 are concerned with the formal framework of DFT, the
present section is devoted to the concepts that bring the formal framework of DFT
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to a practical level. A major contribution to the practicability of DFT is given by
the KS scheme. In the KS scheme, the interacting many-body system is replaced
by the auxiliary non-interacting Kohn-Sham system introduced in Sec. 3.4.1. The
exact Kohn-Sham potential is able to fully mimic the electron-electron interaction
in all of its facets.
3 .4.1

The non-interacting Kohn-Sham system

From the Hohenberg-Kohn (HK) theorem in Theo. 3.2.1 follows that - for fixed
interaction Ve-e - the electron ground-state density fully determines the external
potential and vice versa. Therefore, the high-dimensional wave function can be
replaced by the three-dimensional ground-state density reducing the dimension
of the problem drastically. The Kohn-Sham approach is a numerically feasible
scheme that allows to find the ground-state density of a system without solving
the interacting many-body Schrödinger equation but only solving sets of (coupled) non-interacting equations.
the electronic kohn-sham equations The principle idea of the Kohn
Sham approach is to introduce an effective potential vks that allows to replace
the interacting many-body Hamiltonian with Ve-e 6= 0 by an auxiliary noninteracting one with Ve-e = 0 as illustrated in Fig. 6. Assuming interacting and
non-interacting v-representability, the map
Ve-e 6=0

Ve-e =0

v ←→ n00 ←→ vks

(123)

exists and the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian of the auxiliary system of non-interacting
particles can be written as sum of the one-particle Hamiltonians,
!
h̄2 ~ 2
Ĥks ([n],~r ) = ∑ ĥks ([n],~r ) = ∑ −
∇ + vks ([n],~r )
(124)
2m j
j
j
with the effective Kohn-Sham potential vks that mimics the electron-electron interaction
vks ([n],~r ) = vext (~r ) + vH ([n],~r ) + vxc ([n],~r ).

(125)

These potentials are connected to the energy functional. The total energy as functional of the density n(~r ) is formally defined as
E[n] = TS + U [n] + Exc [n] +

Z

d~rn(~r )v(~r )

(126)

in which the kinetic energy of noninteracting spin-less system is given by
TS [n] = −

h̄2
2m

N

∑

Z

~ 2 φj (~r ),
d~rφ∗j (~r )∇

j =1

(127)

the classical Coulomb energy (Hartree energy) by
U [n] =

e2
8πe0

Z

d~r

Z

n(~r )n(~r 0 )
d~r 0
,
|~r − ~r 0 |

(128)
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and the xc energy functional by
Exc [n] =

Z

d~rn(~r )exc (n(~r )),

(129)

where exc is the xc energy density per particle. In practice, an expression for the
total energy functional in terms of the Kohn-Sham eigenvalues is favorable. This
expression is given as follows
N

E=

∑ ei + U [n] + Exc [n] −
i

Z

δExc
n(~r )d~r.
δn(~r )

(130)

The functional derivative of the classical Coulomb energy U is connected to the
Hartree-potential
v H ([n],~r ) =

∂U [n]
,
∂n(~r )

(131)

i.e. the electrostatic electron-electron repulsion term. Binding atoms to molecules
and solids, the xc energy has the role of "natures glue" [165], its functional derivative is connected to the xc potential
vxc ([n],~r ) =

∂Exc [n]
.
∂n(~r )

(132)

The corresponding Schrödinger-type equations are the Kohn-Sham equations
ĥks (~r )φi (~r ) = ei φi (~r ),

(133)

where the φj (~r ) are the Kohn-Sham orbitals that can host up to two particles
with opposite spin [166]. The set of orbitals form together the Kohn-Sham wave
function [61]
1
Ψks (~r ) = √ det{φj (~r )},
N!

(134)

that is defined by a single Slater determinant [167], similarly to the Hartree-Fock
wave function as defined in Eq. 83. Note, while the single Slater determinant
in Hartree-Fock theory is chosen such that the energy is minimal, in DFT the
Slater determinant is chosen such that it yields the exact many-body density.
The density of the non-interacting system is given by
N

∑ |φi (~r)|2 = nks
00 (~r ),

(135)

i =1

where the sum goes over all occupied Kohn-Sham orbitals. The exact non-interacting
Kohn-Sham potential reproduces the exact interacting many-body density as defined in Def. 2.1.1 and the density of the non-interacting system yields
nks
00 (~r ) = n00 (~r ).

(136)

In practice, the density is found by solving these equations self-consistently [168].
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Figure 6: Schematic illustration of the bijective map C and D between elements marked
as black-filled circles from their domain, i.e. the set V and G , onto their
co-domain, i.e. restricted to the set of interacting and non-interacting vrepresentable densities N assuring surjectivity of the maps C and D . The prove
of Hohenberg-Kohn holds for fixed electron-electron interaction Ve-e and therefore, guarantees injectivity of both maps, i.e. the map from the set of potentials
corresponding to interacting particles (Ve-e 6= 0) to the set of densities and
from the set of Kohn-Sham potentials of the auxiliary non-interacting particles
(Ve-e = 0) to the set of densities.
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the photonic kohn-sham equations In the Kohn-Sham approach of
coupled matter-field Hamiltonians, the Kohn-Sham equation for the photons and
for the matter partially decouple. In addition, to the electronic Kohn-Sham equations in Eq. 133- 135, we also have to consider the Kohn-Sham equations for the
photons, i.e. given by
(kλ)

ih̄


∂
1 2
js (t)
2 2
p̂α + ωkλ
q̂kλ |χkλ (t)i +
q̂ |χ (t)i ,
|χkλ (t)i =
∂t
2
ωkλ kλ kλ

(137)

where each of the orbitals χkλ (t) corresponds to one photon mode with the initial
(α)
state χkλ (t0 ). The effective KS potential js (t) of the photon is known explicitly
and can be written as
(kλ)

js

(kλ)
2 ~
(t) = −ωkλ
λkλ · d~(t) + jext (t)

(138)

where the total dipole moment of the electrons d~(t) = ∑ e~ri (t) is the expectation
i

value of the dipole operator introduced in Eq. 12. Both, the electronic and photonic Kohn-Sham equations are coupled via internal variables, i.e. the electronic
density as defined in Eq. 135 and the photon analogue as defined in Eq. 122.
Further, we have to add the contributions stemming from the correlated electronphoton interaction to the Kohn-Sham potential of Eq. 125, in which the electrons
move. The Kohn-Sham potential of the coupled electron-photon system reads
e− ph

vks

= vKS ([n],~r ) + ∑ vkλ
Mxc ([ n, qkλ ],~r ) .

(139)

kλ

where vkλ
Mxc describes the mean-field xc potential as defined in Ref. [162, 169].
3.4 .2

Features of the exact Kohn-Sham system

The xc potential as in Eq. 132 is the unknown ingredient in KS DFT. Since the
advent of DFT, the search for approximations to the xc potential reproducing
highly accurate electron densities for arbitrary systems remains a challenging
task. There is no systematic route in finding improved approximate functionals,
but various strategies in finding them are in use [61], e.g.
(i) fitting the approximate functionals to experimental or ab-initio data,
(ii) finding exact constraints of the exact functional by using basic quantum
mechanics or
(iii) using machine learning as a practical tool.

Mathematical constraints of the exact functional

Reliable approximate functionals should fulfill mathematical properties of the exact functional [127]. Mathematical properties of the exact functional of the auxiliary non-interacting system
reflect the physical properties of the fully-interacting many-body system. One
promising way to learn about such properties is to study the exact functional of
specific model systems. The most prominent model system is the homogeneous
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electron gas that lead to LDA discussed in Sec. 3.5. The LDA fulfills mathematical
properties of the exact xc functional such as the normalization condition of the xc
hole [170]
Z

d~r 0 n xc (~r,~r +~r 0 ) = −1,

(140)

which relates as follows to the exact xc energy functional
Exc =

e2
8πe0

Z Z

d~rd~r 0

n(~r )n xc (~r,~r 0 )
.
|~r −~r 0 |

(141)

However, well-known shortcomings of the LDA in describing strongly-correlated
systems indicate that certain mathematical properties of the exact xc functional
are violated. Another important class of model systems are one-dimensional lattice model systems that have shown to be an reliable tool in studying limit of
strong-correlation in DFT [171]. Such simplified model systems allow to compute
the exact maps relevant in DFT and have been used to analyze the exact oneto-one map between ground-state densities and potentials computed for a halffilled one-dimensional Hubbard chain in Ref. [172] using the Bethe ansatz, for the
one-site and double-site Hubbard models in full Fock space in Ref. [173, 174] and
for the two-electron Hubbard dimer via constraint search in Ref. [175], among
others. In particular, Ref. [176, 177] could show that the time-dependent exact
xc functional of the one-dimensional Hubbard dimer in the strongly-correlated
limit develops the same step feature as the real-space one-dimensional model
studied in Ref. [178].
3 .4.3

Exact Kohn-Sham system of two-particle systems in a singlet state

Many exact properties of the exact xc potential have been found by studying the
exact xc potential of simple model systems. In particular, the construction of the
exact Kohn-Sham potential for two-particle systems unraveled how the characteristic real-space signatures of the exact auxiliary Kohn-Sham potential enforce
the right electron localization in the system.
In their pioneering work Gritsenko and coworkers constructed, decomposed
and analyzed the exact auxiliary xc potential of various molecules such as LiH,
BH and FH. Such two particle-systems have simply one doubly occupied KohnSham orbital of the form [179]
1

n2
φks = √00 ,
2

(142)

allowing to construct the corresponding Kohn-Sham potential. For two electrons
in between two fragments, Ref. [180] provides the analytic form of the KohnSham potential, i.e.
p
~ 2 n(~r )
h̄2 ∇
p
vks =
+ e1 .
(143)
2m
n(~r )
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Further the kinetic energy functional of two non-interacting particles, i.e. TS , is
equal to the Weizsäcker kinetic energy functional [101] introduced in
2p

TS

h̄2
=
8m

Z

d~r

~ n(~r )
∇

2

n(~r )

.

(144)

While stretching the molecular fragments in space, Gritsenko et al. discovered
that the exact xc potential develops characteristic real-space signatures, namely
steps and peaks. By using optimized effective potential Ref. [181] showed that
the exact Kohn-Sham system for atomic systems such as Be and Kr develops step
features at inter-atomic shell regions. Further in Ref. [182] the position, the shape
and the height of the step in the exact Kohn-Sham potential for few electronsystems is analyzed. Further, the peak has been found to suppress the quantum
tunneling of the non-inertacting Kohn-Sham particles [180, 183].
3 .5

approximations to E xc

Practical DFT calculations rely on approximations to the xc functional in Eq. 129,
the quality of which determines the accuracy of the DFT results. Approximate
functionals can be found by a range of different strategies such as empirical
fitting, exact constraints of model system, mixing of exact and approximate exchange, and local scaling among others. The quality of approximate functionals
in use fully determines how much the approximate electron ground-state density deviates from the exact one, and hence fully determines the accuracy of the
theoretically obtained observables. Unfortunately, approximate functionals lack
reasonable error estimates and systematic procedures to improve them [184]. Further, quantum mechanics is full of surprises, and small changes in a quantum
mechanical system may lead to a completely different behavior of the system.
Most approximate functionals work well for a specific class of systems, but may
completely fail for other physical systems or chemical environments. All in all,
this hinders to judge their quality for arbitrary systems and arbitrary chemical
environments - and hence, their universal validity.
Practical calculations therefore face the challenging problem of finding a region
of trust for the approximate functionals in use. In literature provided data sets
of (i) highly-accurate theoretical or (ii) experimentally obtained observables of
well-studied systems allow to benchmark approximate functionals.

Local density approximation

The local density approximation is the exact xc
functional of the homogeneous electron gas (HEG), the density of which is given
by [185]
n HEG
=
00

3
4π ( r s r b ) 3

(145)

with the Bohr radius r b and with the Wigner-Seitz radius r s , i.e. the radius of a
sphere containing one electron [47]. The exact expression of the kinetic energy
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functional of the uniform electron gas is given by the Thomas and Fermi [186]
functional, i.e.
T TF =

2
3
( 3π 2 ) 3
10

Z

5

d~r n (~r ) 3 .

(146)

The expression for the exact exchange for the homogeneous electron gas is given
by [187, 188]
ExLDA [n]

3
=−
2



3
4π

 13 Z

4

d~rn(~r ) 3

(147)

The exact expression of the correlation energy is exactly known in the lowdensity limit [189] and in the high density limit [190]. General correlation densities can be approximately found by quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) simulations [191]
or by Møller-Plesset perturbation theory [192]. There exist different parameterization schemes based on the correlation energies obtained by QMC. In three
dimensions, a common parameterization is the one of Vosko, Wilk, and Nusair
that can be found in Ref. [193]. In this work, we study one-dimensional model
systems. For the LDA in one-dimension we use a library of exchange and correlation functionals (libxc) [194] that has implemented the parameterization of Casula,
Sorella and Senatore [195] for the correlation functional of one-dimensional systems and the Slater exchange [196]. In the LDA the xc energy as in Eq. 129 is
approximately given by the xc energy of the HEG, i.e.
LDA
Exc
[n] =

Z

d~rn(~r )eHEG
xc ( n (~r )).

(148)

Not surprisingly, the LDA accurately describes the xc energy of systems with uniform electron densities. However, practical density functional calculations also
successfully apply the local density approximation to systems with non-uniform,
slowly varying densities.

Jacobs ladder

Jacobs ladder [197] is commonly used to illustrate the different
levels of accuracy that is provided by approximate functionals. Starting at the
lowest level with the LDAs, the next level in the hierarchy is associated with the
general gradient approximation (GGA) [198, 199]. Originally, the meta-GGAs were
introduced as the third level approximations and were followed at the fourth
level by the hybrid-functionals. However, the recent development of the highlyaccurate strongly constrained and appropriately normed (SCAN) meta-GGA [200,
201] has shown to keep up with the accuracy of hybrid functionals [202]. The
hierarchy of approximate functionals in TDDFT can be similarly illustrated by
Jacobs ladder [203]. Future developments of approximate functionals in QEDFT
will lead to higher-level approximations that will allow to climb up the levels of
accuracy described by Jacobs ladder.

Functional shortcomings and recent developments

Functionals in DFT ranging
from the LDAs [168], to the gradient expansions such as the GGAs, e.g. PerdewBurke-Ernzerhof (PBE) [199] and the hybrid functionals such as B3LYP [204],
to the orbital-functionals such as optimized effective potentials [205] and to
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the range-separated hybrids such as HSE06 [206] have known shortcomings to
model gaps of semiconductors [207], molecular dissociation curves [208], barriers of chemical reactions [209], polarizabilities of molecular chains [210, 211], and
charge-transfer excitation energies, particularly between open-shell molecules
[212]. Optimally-tuned range separated functionals [213], ensemble density functional theory [214, 215] and local scaling corrections [216], logarithmically enhanced factors in gradient approximations [217] and the particle-particle Randomphase approximation (RPA) [218] can diminish or even cure some of these shortcomings, but may also introduce further difficulties such as the RPA dissociation
curve of H2 that is able to capture the static correlation present in the system, but
introduces an unphysical repulsion at large finite distances [219].
Shortcomings of approximate functionals show that some important qualitative
features of the exact functional are (partially) violated. One common example is
the delocalization error of approximate functionals such as LDA and GGAs that
tend to artificially spread out the ground-state electron density in space when
molecules are stretched in space [220]. In DFT, any observable is a functional
of the ground-state density. Consequently, the delocalization error of the density directly transmits into observables as functional of the density. The particle
number is a non-local quantity. Thus, integration of a delocalized density due
to approximate functionals leads to a qualitative different behavior of the functionals along the cut in the variable N. As a consequence most approximations
for the ground-state energy as functional of the particle number N are either concave or convex functions between integer N’s [216, 221]. In the case of degenerate
ground-state such approximate functionals violate the exact Perdew-Parr-LevyBalduz condition [68]. The Perdew-Parr-Levy-Balduz condition states that the
ground-state energy as a function of the particle number E( N ) is a linear function between integer N. The linearity of E( N ) leads to the well-known derivative
discontinuity [68] and is one of the many exact conditions on the xc functional.
Exact conditions on the xc-functional are a very useful tool in the development of
new, improved functionals. In Chap. 5, we discuss an exact condition on the xcfunctional that is relevant for systems consisting of well separated but mutuallyinteracting fragments, such as in stretched molecules. Among the approaches to
model the limit of strongly correlated, low density systems with DFT we highlight the long range corrected hybrids [222], the generalization of the strictly
correlated electron functional to fractional electron numbers [223–226] and the
recently introduced local scaling correction, which imposes the linearity condition to local regions of the system, correcting both energies and densities and
affirming the relevance of modelling fractional electron distributions to reduce
the delocalization error [216].
One relatively new approach in the development of accurate functionals is the
machine learning approach [227–230]. The functional of Ref. [228] that requires
around 105 empirical numbers yields highly accurate densities in the closer region of the training sets. Machine learning is a promising route in evaluating
and benefiting from the large amount of data reproduced by density functional
calculations every single day.

Part II
METHODICAL PROCEDURE - CONSTRUCTING EXACT
M A P S I N D E N S I T Y- B A S E D M E T H O D S
We introduce the model Hamiltonians and methodical procedure used
within this thesis. Applying different simplifications to the manybody Hamiltonian introduced in the previous part of this thesis leads
to the Hubbard and Soft-Coulomb Hamiltonian for purely electronic
systems and the Rabi model for coupled light-matter interactions. We
explain the procedure how the effective density-to-potential maps of
such model systems can be constructed.

4

D E N S I T Y- F U N C T I O N A L T H E O R Y O N A L AT T I C E

Static ground-state DFT has been originally introduced for systems in continuous
real-space. However, in computational science, the continuous space variable is
replaced by the discretized space variable, e.g. by an equidistant lattice, where
different sites in the lattice are separated by the spacing ∆r. Consequently, the
wave function describing an independent particle j on the lattice becomes a n3s dimensional vector. While the dimension of the N-particle wave function further increases with the number of particles in the system, the dimension of the
ground-state density solely depends on the number of sites in the lattice making lattice DFT to an appealing tool. Schönhammer and Gunnarson made use of
the concept of density functional theory on a lattice to investigate the band-gap
problem of DFT [231, 232]. Nowadays, lattice DFT is a well-established method
that provides a numerically feasible environment to investigate the exact properties and to test the quality of approximate exchange-correlation functionals. It
has been generalized to a variety of different density-based methods, see e.g. the
mathematical rigorous formulation of time-dependent current-density functional
theory (TDCDFT) on a lattice provided by Ref. [233]. On a real-space grid with
its site-localized basis functions, the continuous real-space ground-state density
and potential are replaced by on-site densities and on-site potentials and integrals become a sum over the individual sites [231]. In this work, we consider
one-dimensional lattice models, that require the following replacements
V ( x ) → v( x1 , ..., xk , ..., xns )

n00 ( x ) → (n00 ( x1 ), ..., n00 ( xns ))
Z
1
dx → ∑
,
∆x
j

(149)
(150)
(151)

where x denotes the position vector in one dimension and ∆x is the lattice spacing. As a consequence, the domain of density functionals O[n00 ( x )] is replaced
by the set of the ns on-site densities. Consequently, functionals of the on-site
densities are given by
O[n00 ( x )] → O[n00 ( x1 ), ..., n00 ( xns )].

(152)

the high-dimensional unique density-to-potential map In particular, the external potential is a unique functional of the density and can be
expressed in terms of the density as defined in Theo. 3.2.1. For fixed electronelectron interaction, each of the potential v j in the set of external potentials V has
j
an exact one-to-one correspondent density vectors n00 in the set of ground-state
densities N as depicted in Fig. 5. Each element j is now given by a vector that
contains all on-site densities and one that contains all on-site potentials. Using
this replacement the one-to-one map in one dimension explicitly writes
j

j

j

n00 = (n00 ( x1 ), ..., n00 ( xns )) ↔ v j = (v j ( x1 ), ..., v j ( xns )).

(153)
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Reliable approximate exchange-correlation functionals have to reproduce the features of the exact density-to-potential maps for different j. In particular the
density-to-potential map has to capture the correlation within the system. In
the present work, we construct and analyze the density-to-potential map of onedimensional numerical feasible lattice Hamiltonians ranging from weak to strong
correlation. We study how the features of correlation are captured in the densityto-potential map of lattice models.

λw = rsin( ϕ)
λt = rcos( ϕ)

√
2

ϕ = π/4, λt = λw

r=

strictly-localized limit: ϕ = π/2, λt = 0

50

Full many-body solution
(including limiting cases)

ϕ
non-interacting limit: ϕ = 0, λw = 0

Figure 7: Illustration of the kinetic hopping probability λt and the strength of electronelectron interaction λw in polar representation for the lattice Hamiltonian used
in this work as defined in Eqn. 155.

from weak-to-strong correlation To study the density-to-potential
map from weak-to-strong correlation, we introduce the parameter ϕ to the Hamiltonian of Eq. 62 that allows us to simultaneously tune the strength of the kinetic
energy λ T Te and the electron-electron repulsion λW Ve-e via a single free parameter. In terms of polar coordinates, the strength of the kinetic hopping and the
electron-electron repulsion can be written as
λt = r cos( ϕ) and λw = r sin( ϕ).

(154)

Fig. 7 illustrates how we can gradually change the electron-electron correlation
within the system by varying ϕ√while the radius r is kept fixed. Here, without
loss of generality, we use r = 2 and ϕ ∈ [0, π2 ]. Additionally, we introduce
the parameter µ, which serves as a Lagrange multiplier that shifts the groundstate of the system to blocks with different particle number N in Fock space. The
Hamiltonian now writes
Ĥ ϕ = Ĥ ( ϕ) = λt ( ϕ) T̂ + λw ( ϕ)V̂e-e + V̂ + µ N̂.

(155)

4.1 soft-coulomb and hubbard model hamiltonian

A common concept is to introduce a hopping parameter t0 to the kinetic operator.
The hopping that describes the tunneling of the electrons along the sites in the
lattice depends on the lattice spacing ∆r. However, in this work we leave ∆x fixed
and modulate the strength of the electron-electron interaction and the kinetic
hopping probability via the parameter λt and λw instead.

Non-interacting electron limit

For ϕ = 0 implying that λw = 0, the Hamiltonian in Eq. 155 represents a system of non-interacting electrons. In this limit,
the ground-state of the system can be written exactly in terms of a single Slater
determinant. According to Sec. 2.4, where we have introduced the Slater-rank of
the system as a measure of static correlation within the system, this limit corresponds to non-correlated electrons.

Site-localized electron limit

In the limit ϕ = π2 , the kinetic hopping λt of the
electrons in Eq. 155 vanishes. In this limit, where the tunneling probability of
the electrons is set to zero, the electrons are "frozen" and strictly localized on
the sites. Due to the zero-point oscillation energy, the kinetic energy of electrons
can not be switched off in quantum mechanics. Setting the kinetic energy to zero
implying a simultaneously sharp measurement of momentum and position of
the electrons violates Heisenbergs uncertainty relation. Therefore this limit represents a classical description that is not suitable for electronic systems. However,
mathematically, this limit is still justified and all quantities can be regarded as
having a conditional dependency on the electronic position. We therefore use
this limit to illustrate how the correlation in the system grows while the kinetic
energy approaches zero and ϕ → π2 . For ϕ = π2 , the Hilbert space of the electrons
is solely connected via the electron-electron operator and the external potential
operator. For a symmetric system the ground-state of fully site-localized electrons becomes degenerate allowing us to illustrate the concept of the derivative
discontinuity for a specific model system. In the case of an exact degeneracy of
the ground-state, the ground-state density of the system can be constructed as
convex combination of the degenerate states. In this limit the straight-line behavior of ground-state density functionals as defined in Eq. 112 is an exact condition.
The ground state of such strongly correlated systems is not well approximated
by a single Slater determinant.
4. 1

soft-coulomb and hubbard model hamiltonian

In Eq. 53-54, we demonstrated that the field operators can be expanded in a complete set of basis functions. However, in practical applications, the field operators
of the Schrödinger field
Ψ̂σ (~r ) ≈

X

∑ ĉiσ φi (~r)

(156)

i =1

are usually expanded in an finite set of X basis functions φi (~r ), i.e. an incomplete
† and ĉ again correspond to the creation
set of basis functions. The operators ĉiσ
iσ
and annihilation of electrons with spin projection σ in the basis function φi . The
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basis functions do not need to be necessarily orthogonal. For non-orthogonal
basis function, the overlap matrix of the basis functions is defined as
Z

Sij =

d3 rφi∗ (~r )φj (~r )

(157)

and the operators creating particles in state φi (~r ) are given by
†
âiσ
=

∑ Sji ĉ†jσ .

(158)

j

Using the basis function expansion of the field operators as in Eq. 156, the Hamiltonian becomes
1

∑ tij ĉiσ† ĉ jσ + ∑ vij ĉiσ† ĉ jσ + 2 ∑ 0 wijkl ĉiσ† ĉ†kσ0 ĉlσ0 ĉ jσ

Ĥ =

ijσ

|

ijσ

{z
T̂

}

|

(159)

ijklσσ

{z
V̂

}

|

{z
Ŵ

with the kinetic hopping probability
!
Z
h̄2 ~ 2
∗
tij = d~rφi (~r ) −
∇ φj (~r ),
2m

}

(160)

the external potential
vij =

Z

d~rφi∗ (~r )V (~r )φj (~r ),

(161)

and the electron-electron repulsion
wijkl

e2
=
4πe0

Z

d~r

Z

d~r 0 φi∗ (~r )φj (~r )

1

|~r − ~r 0 |

φk∗ (~r 0 )φl (~r 0 ).

(162)

The accuracy and the computational costs depend on the amount and the functional form of these basis functions. For detailed informations see Ref. [234].
To reduce the dimension of the many-electron problem, we additionally restrict
ourselves to one spatial dimension. Therefore, we replace the position vector of
an individual particle by x with ( x1 , ..., x j , ..., xns ) where j runs over all sites in
~ by ∂ x . As basis
the one-dimensional lattice. Further, we replace the derivative ∇
set for the field operators in Eq. 156, we choose Heaviside functions which are
spatially localized over each site j to its neighboring site in the real-space grid,
i.e.
φj = Θ(∆ x /2 − | x j − x |).

(163)

The kinetic hopping term defined in Eq. 160 plus the external potential of Eq. 161
becomes
!
Z
−h̄2 2
∂ + V ( x ) Θ(∆ x /2 − | x j − x |). (164)
tij = dxΘ(∆ x /2 − | xi − x |)
2m x
Approximating the gradient in the hopping term by second-order finite difference, the hopping within the kinetic energy operator becomes a nearest neighbor

4.1 soft-coulomb and hubbard model hamiltonian

hopping term given by t0 =
energy operator reads
T̂ = −

t0
2

1
.
m∆x2

In second-order finite difference, the kinetic

M

∑ ∑ ĉ†l,σ ĉl+1,σ + ĉ†l+1,σ ĉl,σ − 2ĉ†l,σ ĉl,σ ,

(165)

l =1 σ

where ĉ†l,σ and ĉl,σ denote creation and annihilation operators of an electron
placed on site l with spin projection onto the z-axis σ. Besides the nearest neighbor hopping term, Eq. 165 also considers the on-site hopping term. Since the
on-site hopping simply corresponds to a constant shift of the energy, model systems usually exclude this term. However, in this work we keep the term to allow
for a consistent first and second quantized treatment of the Hamiltonian.
In one dimension the Coulomb potential as given in Eq. 162 encounters a singularity at |~r −~r 0 | → 0. This singularity can be circumvented using the non-local
soft-Coulomb electron-electron interaction [235, 236],
ŴSC =

e2
4πe0

∑

l,m,σ,σ0

ĉ† ĉ† 0 ĉm,σ0 ĉl,σ
p l,σ m,σ
.
2 (∆x (l − m))2 + a

(166)

Contrary to the on-site Hubbard interaction, the soft-Coulomb interaction also
acts on particles located at different sites l and m with spins σ and σ0 . In this
work the softening parameter is set to a = 1.
The external potential is given by
ns

V̂ =

∑ vl ĉ†l ĉl ,

(167)

l =1

that introduces a potential difference between the different sites in the lattice.
Similar to Ref. [237, 238], we study the purely electron-electron correlation for
the following two set ups (i) and (ii) that differ by the choice of the external
potential.
(i) two-site lattice model As first setup (i) we consider the two-site lattice model in full Fock-space, where we use the parameter v1 and v2 in Eq. 167.
Few-site lattice models allow us to perform exact diagonalization in the full Fock
space of the model. Using a permutation operator, the Fock space can be sorted
by different properties of the state e.g. by the particle number N and the spin
Sz and S2 . In particular, we study two sites in the lattice, where the corresponding Fock space is spanned by the zero-, one-, two-, three- and four-particle basis
functions as can be seen in Tab. 1. As a particular example, we study the twoparticle singlet subspace of the two-site lattice model, i.e. we restrict ourselves
to states that are labeled by the quantum numbers N = 2, S2 = 0 and Sz = 0.
Both, the vector of the collected on-site potentials in Eq. 149 and the vector of
the collected on-site densities in Eq. 150 reduce to vectors with two components
given by v(~x ) = (v( x1 ), v( x2 )) and n00 (~x ) = (n( x1 ), n( x2 )) respectively. Each of
these components correspond to one site in the lattice, i.e. x1/2 corresponds to
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|0i

|↑i
|↓i

|↑↓i

|0i

|↑i

|↓i

|↑↓i

⊗

⊗

⊗

⊗

⊗
⊗
⊗

⊗
⊗
⊗

⊗
⊗
⊗

|0i ⊗ |↑↓i = |0, ↑↓i = ĉ2↑ ĉ2↓ |0i

⊗

|↑↓i ⊗ |0i = |↑↓, 0i = ĉ1↑ ĉ1↓ |0i

|↑i ⊗ |↓i = |↑, ↓i = ĉ1↑ |0i + ĉ2↓ |0i

⊗

|↓i ⊗ |↑i = |↓, ↑i = ĉ2↑ |0i + ĉ1↓ |0i
(168)

⊗

Table 1: Left-hand side: full Fock-space of the two-site lattice model spanned by the basis
states of both sites. The rows correspond to the basis state of one site and the
columns to the basis states of the other site in the lattice. The vacuum-state is
spanned by the tensor product shown in the upper left corner and the fourparticle state by the tensor product shown in the lower right corner. The twoparticle basis states are highlighted in red color. Right-hand side: Introducing
the formal notation for the two-particle singlet basis states. Particle on different
sites in the ket are separated by a comma.

the value at site 1/2, respectively. Further the restriction to fixed particle number,
here N = 2, on a two-site lattice naturally fixes one of the free parameters of the
density. From Eq. 173 directly follows
N = n00 ( x1 ) + n00 ( x2 ) = 2.

(169)

Therefore, the density solely depends on one single free parameter given by the
density difference between both sites
δn00 = n00 ( x1 ) − n00 ( x2 ).

(170)

The density difference between the sites can be introduced by applying an external potential difference between both sites given by δv = v( x1 ) − v( x2 ). Using
the parameter δv, we can shift the electron density from one site to another. The
replacement of the on-site densities n00 ( x1 ) and n00 ( x2 ) by the particle number
N and the occupation difference δn00 can be also understood as a rotation of the
complete coordinate system [175].
(ii) stretching 1d-molecular fragments As second setup (ii) we consider a many-site lattice model. Here, we restrict ourselves to the two electron
spin-singlet states. As external potential potential we use
vl = q

Z1 (α)

( xl − d2 )2 + 1

Z1 (α) Z2 (α)
+ p
,
( d2 + 1)
( xl + 2d )2 + 1

(171)

Z1 (α) = −α, Z2 (α) = −(2 − α),

(172)

+q

Z2 (α)

with two atomic wells that are spatially separated by the distance d. Increasing
the value of d allows to imitate the bond-stretching of molecular wells in space.
The depth of the individual wells Z1 and Z2 can be gradually changed by the
parameter α ∈ [0, 2]. In the limits α = 0 and α = 2 one of the wells vanishes and
the potential corresponds to one atomic well with depth −2. For values in between, the potential resembles a molecule with two atomic wells with a potential
difference δv between both wells. Here, we characterize the potential difference

4.2 two-site rabi-hubbard model

between the molecular fragments by the value δv = Z1 − Z2 , i.e. the difference
between the minimal value of each potential well. The potential difference shifts
electrons from one of the molecular wells towards the other.

Eective density-to-potential map

For more than two sites in the lattice the
density-to-potential map grows into a high-dimensional, untraceable object. A
particular cut along the ns -dimensional real-space density is the sum of all onsite densities
ns

N=

∑ n00 (x j ),

(173)

j =1

which corresponds to the particle number N of the lattice system that we have
introduced in Eq. 14 for continuous systems. For observables depending on processes where the particle number within the system changes, it is of great use to
study the functional behavior of the high-dimensional lattice functionals along
the cut in N, i.e. O[ N ].
To analyze how the correlation between subsystems is captured in the density-topotential map, we partition the system into its subsystems which is a common
concept in density-based fragment techniques [149] introduced in Sec. 3.3.1. In
particular, we introduce the concept of the effective density-to-potential map. The
effective density difference between subsystems within the system δn can be also
understood as specific cut along the density.
4 .2

two-site rabi-hubbard model

To study how the relation between the electron-photon coupling to the electronelectron interaction reflects in the exact maps, we also study the case of two
electrons coupled to a single photon mode.
As a system of interest, we here study a simple, but nontrivial model system,
Rabi-Hubbard Hamiltonian [159, 239] describing a two site model coupled to
a single photon mode. The Rabi model has been heavily investigated in literature [240], e.g. recently in the context of photon blockade [241], geometric
phases [242] or ultra-strong light-matter coupling [243]. In this work, we generalize the Rabi model that originally contains a single electron to a two site model
that can contain also two interacting electrons. The electron-electron interaction
is then described by the Hubbard interaction and the full Hamiltonian reads as
follows


t0
†
†
Ĥ0 = −
ĉ1,σ
ĉ2,σ + ĉ2,σ
ĉ1,σ + U0 ∑ n̂i,↑ n̂i,↓
∑
2 σ=↑,↓
i =1,2

+ ω â† â + ωλq̂dˆ + jext q̂ + vext dˆ

(174)

q

1
where the photon displacement coordinate is given by q̂ = 2ω
â + â† and λ
introduces a coupling between the electronic and photonic part of the system.
The electronic part consists out of a two-site Hubbard model with the on-site
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† and ĉ
parameter U0 , the hopping matrix element t0 , and ĉi,σ
i,σ creates or destroys
an electron with spin σ on site i. The electron density operator on site i is given
† ĉ . We furthermore specify the dipole moment of the electronic
by n̂i = ∑σ ĉi,σ
i,σ
system by dˆ = n̂1 − n̂2 . In this work, we analyze the single electron subspace,
where naturally the effect of the electron-electron interaction disappears and the
two electron subspace, where the strength of the electron-electron interaction is
given by the Hubbard-U parameter U0 .
We emphasize that the Rabi-Hubbard Hamiltonian of Eq. 174 is in this form exactly identical to a two-site Holstein-Hubbard Hamiltonian that is routinely used
in the electron-phonon community. The Holstein-Hubbard Hamiltonian has been
studied, e.g. in the context of bipolarons [244–246].
We set the photon frequency equal to one, i.e. ω = 1. Using the external variables
vext and jext , we stepwise screen the external potential of the photons and electrons. For each fixed pair of the external potential(vext , jext ), we diagonalize the
Hamiltonian given in Eq. 174 using exact diagonalization [247, 248]. Each diagonalization gives us the corresponding ground-state wave function of the system
(v ,j )
denoted by Ψ0 ext ext . Using the exact wave function, we have access to the conjugated set of variables, i.e. (∆n, q) by evaluating the corresponding expectation
values
D
E
(vext ,jext )
(vext ,jext )
∆n = Ψ0
n̂1 − n̂2 Ψ0
(175)

and
D
E
(v ,j )
(v ,j )
q = Ψ0 ext ext q̂ Ψ0 ext ext

(176)

corresponding to the electronic density and the photonic displacement coordinate. Screening the parameters vext and jext allows us to construct the complete
map between the conjugated set of variables. Note, for the resonant case, we set
the kinetic hopping probability, t0 = 1. Following Ref. [162], we can exploit the
one-to-one correspondence that is here given as

(vext , jext ) ←→ (∆n, q) .
1:1

(177)

Directly following up on Ref. [248], where we introduced the concept of the
intrasystem steepening for purely electronic systems, here we analyze the map
for a coupled electron-photon system. Further, we study how features of the exact
map from the set of internal variables to the set of external variables translate
to the purely photonic observables. As example we show the photon occupation
N̂ = â† â as functional of both densities. The photon occupation is connected to
non vanishing Berry phases in Rabi models [249].
As can be deduced from the equations of motions for the photonic systems (e.q.
Eq. 2 in Ref. [169].), we can establish a direct connection between q and ∆n and
2
jext for the ground-state ( ∂t∂ q = ∂t∂ 2 q = 0)
q=−

λ
1
d − 3 jext .
ω
ω

(178)

To clarify the role of the external potential of the photons jext , we depict the
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v=-1

E=0

+

x1=+1

j=-1
x2=-1

Figure 8: Schematic view on the two-side model: A negative external potential v = −1
introduces an energy difference between the two-sites. The electronic groundstate becomes localized on the left side. The external variable for the photon
field, j can be interpret as classical charges. If j = −1, a positive classical charge
is introduced to the system.

Rabi-Hubbard model in Fig. 8 for the case of a single electron in the system. If
jext = 0 and a negative external potential vext < 0 acts on the system, the external
potential introduces a energy gap between the two sites such that the electron
becomes localized on one of the sites. The external potential for the photons jext ,
can now be interpret as classical external charges. This can be seen as follows:
If, we introduce a classical positive charge to the system, this attractive term can
counterbalance the effect of the external potential vext and that is exactly the case,
if jext < 0.
The classical mean-field approximation to the correlated Hamiltonian of Eq. 174
reads as follows [169]
Ĥ f m,0 = −

t0
2

∑




†
†
ĉ1,σ
ĉ2,σ + ĉ2,σ
ĉ1,σ + U0

σ=↑,↓

∑

i =1,2

n̂i,↑ n̂i,↓

+ ωλqdˆ + vext dˆ
Ĥ ph,0 = ω â† â + ωλq̂d +

(179)
jext
q̂,
ω

(180)

where d = hdi and q = hqi. To obtain the mean-field ground-state wave function, Eqns. 179-180 have to be solved either self-consistently, or Eq. 178 can be
exploited leading to the following electronic equation
Ĥ f m,0 = −

t0
2

∑

σ=↑,↓




†
†
ĉ1,σ
ĉ2,σ + ĉ2,σ
ĉ1,σ + U0

− λ2 ddˆ + ṽext d.ˆ

∑

i =1,2

n̂i,↑ n̂i,↓
(181)

with ṽext = vext − ωλ2 jext . In these equations, we apply the classical approximation
only to the electron-photon interaction, while the electron-electron interaction is
treated fully correlated. The classical (mean-field) approximation to the correlated Hamiltonian is equal to a Schrödinger-Maxwell approximation. We may
expect that such a approximation works well for the studied model in the weakcoupling regime and in the limit of infinite coupling [159].
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Figure 9: Energies for the two-site two electron Rabi-Hubbard model in mean-field approximation for U0 = 5, t0 = 1, ω = 1, λ = 1 colored in black and the corresponding expectation value of Ĥ f m,0 evaluated with the exact ground-state
wave function of the Hamiltonian in Eq. 174 colored in blue. Areas with more
than three solutions in the mean-field approximation are highlighted in color.

mean-field approximation in the singlet subspace For the twoelectron on two-sites case, the three singlet states basis functions are given by

|φ1 i = (|↑↓, 0i)
1
|φ2 i = √ (|↑, ↓i − |↓, ↑i)
2
|φ3 i = (|0, ↑↓i)

(182)
(183)
(184)

The total wave function developed in this basis set that are not the eigenfunctions
of the electronic Hamiltonian can be written using the configuration interaction
(CI) coefficients

|Ψi = α1 |φ1 i + α2 |φ2 i + α3 |φ3 i .
In this basis, we can write the Hamiltonian using the following matrices:


√
0
1/
2
0
  √

√ 
†
†
ĉ2,σ + ĉ2,σ
ĉ1,σ = 
1/
2
0
1/
2
∑ ĉ1,σ


√
σ=↑,↓
0
1/ 2
0


∑

1 0 0

(185)

(186)






n̂i,↑ n̂i,↓ = 
0 0 0
i =1,2
0 0 1

(187)

4.2 two-site rabi-hubbard model



2 0

0






dˆ = 
0
0
0


0 0 −2

(188)

Using these explicit matrices, we can rewrite the Schrödinger equation into a set
of nonlinear equations using the Hamiltonian Ĥ f m,0 of Eq. 181. In this way, we
can obtain the mean-field eigenenergies and eigenvalues. Using
Ĥ f m,0 |Ψi i = Ei |Ψi i ,

(189)

and the normalization condition on the CI coefficients, we obtain the following
four equations
√
− (α2 t0 )/2 2 + α1 (2λω (− jext /ω 3 − (2α21 − 2α23 )λω ) + U0 + 2vext ) = α1 Ei
(190)
√
√
− (α1 t0 )/2 2 − (α3 t0 )/2 2 = α2 Ei
(191)
√
− (α2 t0 )/2 2 + α3 (−2λω (− jext /ω 3 − (2α21 − 2α23 )λω ) + U0 − 2vext ) = α3 Ei
(192)

| α1 |2 + | α2 |2 + | α3 |2 = 1

(193)

that have to be solved for (α1 , α2 , α3 , Ej ). In Fig. 9, we plot all eigenenergies of the
two-site two electron Rabi-Hubbard model in mean-field approximation along
ṽext . We find although the electronic Hilbert space has only three basis functions
there exist areas, where more than three eigenenergies Ej with corresponding
stationary states are found, similar to Ref. [244]. The corresponding expectation
value of Ĥ f m,0 evaluated with the exact ground-state wave function of the Hamiltonian in Eq. 174 is colored in blue and deviates significantly in the area highlighted in red, see Fig. 9.
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Part III
R E S U LT S - I N S I G H T F R O M T H E E X A C T D E N S I T Y
MAPS
We fill the formally exact concepts of density-functional theory with
live. For one-dimensional lattice models, we present the exact densityto-potential and the exact density-to-wavefunction map that underly
the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem. Having the exact maps at hand, we
are able to show expectation values and transition matrix elements of
arbitrary operators as functionals of the electron ground-state density
for the studied systems. We introduce the concept of the intrasystem
steepening and discuss how it relates to the well-known derivative
discontinuity.

M A P S I N G R O U N D - S TAT E D E N S I T Y F U N C T I O N A L T H E O R Y

In this chapter, we introduce the delocalization error [220] for one-dimensional
stretched molecules by reproducing the exact and LDA dissociation curve of hydrogen as provided by the reference calculations of Ref. [171]. This allows us to
introduce this shortcoming of LDA by simultaneously validating our code. The
reference data provided by Ref. [171] were obtained by Density-matrix renormalization group (DMRG).
5 .1

exact real-space density of a molecular-like system

For fixed electron-electron interaction, the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem of Theo. 3.2.1
states that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the external potential
and the ground-state density of the system. Therefore, the exact real-space density has to fully capture the correlation present in the system. For a few selected
examples, we explicitly show how the static correlation between fragments of the
system is captured in the real-space density of the system while the fragments
are stretched in space.
real-space density of coupled subsystems As first example we study
the maps of an one-dimensional real-space model system that describes two electrons in a singlet state moving in the one to two-well potential with variable
height and distance of the wells as introduced in Eq. 171. To start we set α = 1 in
Eq. 171 and study the molecular potential of two wells of equal height implying
that the potential difference is equal to δv = Z1 − Z2 = 0. We have chosen the
real-space coordinate of each particle j as L x j = −10.25 : 0.1 : 10.25, i.e. n x j = 206
grid points in one direction. The upper panel of Fig. 10 shows the exact potential plus the electron-electron repulsion between the two electrons1 as function
of their real-space coordinates x1 and x2 while the distance from d = 1 to d = 5
between the molecular fragments increases from left to right. For each fixed distance d in the external potential, we diagonalize the corresponding Hamiltonian
and obtain the basic descriptor of quantum wave mechanics, i.e. the ground-state
wave function of the system Ψ0 ( x1 , x2 ). In our example with n x1 = n x2 grid points,
the wave function Ψ0 ( x1 , x2 ) already has a dimension of n x1 × n x2 = 42 436. The
middle panel of Fig. 10 shows the corresponding conditional probability of finding one electron at a given configuration of the system. With increasing distance
between the identical ’molecular wells’, the system ’breaks’ into two identical
fragments that are correlated as long as the distance between both wells is finite.
By tracing out one electronic coordinate, we obtain the ground-state density of
the system, i.e. the one-dimensional real-space function as shown in the lower
panel of Fig. 10. As one can see, the ground-state density only depends on one
spatial coordinate reducing the degrees of freedom significantly while maintain1 The electron-electron interaction adds a repulsive part to the diagonal of the external potential.
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Figure 10: Two interacting electrons moving in the external potential of correlated identical fragments that are stretched in space from d = 1 to d = 5. The upper
panel displays the external potential plus the electron-electron repulsion, the
middle panel the corresponding conditional probability and the lower panel
the ground-state density in real space.

ing the relevant information about the system. In contrast to Fig. 10, Fig. 11
shows the exact external potential, the exact conditional probability and the exact ground-state density for two non-interacting electrons, i.e. ŴSC = 0 in Eq. 166.
Thus, missing the repulsive barrier to the diagonal of the external potential. In
the absence of the electron-electron interaction between the particles, the density
of the non-interacting particles in Fig. 11 smears out in the region between both
fragments. The principle idea of Kohn-Sham DFT is to recover the exact groundstate density of the interacting system by introducing the Kohn-Sham potential,
i.e. an auxiliary effective potential in which the non-interacting particles move
and that fully mimics the electron-electron interaction. For two electrons the exact Kohn-Sham potential can be constructed using Eq. 143.
dissociation curve H 2 LDA lacks the static correlation between the subsystems within a system while the subsystems are stretched in space, e.g. relevant to
describe the bond-stretching of closed-shell molecules. One common example to
illustrate this shortcoming of LDA is the bond-stretching of the H 2 molecule [219].
Fig. 12 shows the exact versus the LDA ground-state energy as function of the distance d between the fragments, here the hydrogen atoms. We have reproduced
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Figure 11: Two non-interacting electrons moving in the external potential of correlated
identical fragments that are stretched in space from d = 1 to d = 5. The upper panel displays the external potential, the middle panel the corresponding
conditional probability and the lower panel the ground-state density in real
space.

the dissociation curve of hydrogen as provided by the reference calculations of
Ref. [171] to validate our code. While the exact Kohn-Sham potential develops
steps and peaks at large distances d, these real-space signatures that capture the
correlation in the system are missing in the LDA Kohn-Sham potential. Since H2 is
a symmetric molecule with the same charge of each nuclei, for this case the exact
real-space potential only develops peaks as can be seen in Fig. 13. In the case of
asymmetric molecules the Kohn-Sham potential also shows a step feature [178].
The corresponding real-space ground-state densities for different selected values
of d can be found in Fig. 13. From d = 1 to d = 5 the LDA density deviates from
the exact density as the fragments are stretched in space. While the LDA is fairly
accurate close to the minimum energy of the dissociation curve, large deviations
occur for larger distances. As one can see, the LDA density artificially spreads
the electronic density for increasing values of d. This illustrates the delocalization error of LDA that directly leads to the error for the binding energy at large
distances as can be seen in Fig. 12.
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Figure 12: Dissociation curve of H2 with the exact ground-state energy colored in blue
and the LDA energy colored in green. From (a)-(e) the fragments are stretched
in space. The corresponding exact and LDA densities and Kohn-Sham potentials can be found in Fig. 13.
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Figure 13: Electron ground-state densities and Kohn-Sham potentials of the onedimensional H2 while the fragments are stretched in space for different distances (a)-(e). Top panel: Exact Kohn-Sham potentials colored in blue and LDA
potentials colored in green. Bottom panel: Exact densities colored in blue and
LDA densities colored in green. The corresponding ground-state energies for
the distances (a)-(e) can be found in Fig. 12.

6

INTRASYSTEM STEEPING OF EXACT DENSITY MAPS IN
C O R R E L AT E D E L E C T R O N - E L E C T R O N S Y S T E M S

Provided that the formal criteria of density functional theory such as v-and Nrepresentability as introduced in Sec. 3.2.2 are fulfilled, practical DFT applications
require the knowledge of explicit expressions of density functionals (i) and accurate approximations to the xc potential of the auxiliary Kohn-Sham system (ii) as
discussed below.
(i) From the HK theorems follows that arbitrary observables are expressible in
terms of the ground-state density. However, to make use of the ground-state
density as basic descriptor it is necessary to find an explicit expression for the
density dependence of the desired observable. For example the explicit density
dependence of the ground-state energy functional is given by Eq. 130.
Due to the lack of a systematic procedure on how to determine the functional
form, in general the density dependence of arbitrary observables remains unknown. Our work illustrates that arbitrary observables are functionals of the
density by showing the density dependence of selected observables for our specific model system. We will see that features of the real-space ground-state density directly translate to the density functionals of other observables. However, it
is not clear how to generalize the functionals constructed for our system to other
systems nor it is known how to derive the functional expression of arbitrary observables.
(ii) Assuming the functional form is explicitly known as is the case for the
ground-state energy functional given in Eq. 130, the quality of the approximate
density entering the exact analytic expression fully determines the accuracy of
the calculated observables. Herein, the quality of the approximate density is fully
determined by the approximate xc functional. We illustrate how features of the
exact density manifest in the density dependence of arbitrary observables.
6 .1

general concepts: the intrasystem steepening and the intersystem derivative discontinuity of the effective densityto-potential map

Ground-state DFT considers the one-to-one correspondence between the exact
ground-state density and the external potential in complete real-space. However, in the following, we like to introduce the concept of the effective density-topotential map that allows us to judge whether the complete real-space density
The following chapter is based on the work T. Dimitrov, H. Appel, J. I. Fuks, and A. Rubio, “Exact maps in density functional theory for lattice models”, New Journal of Physics 18, 8, 083004
(2016) [248].
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of approximate functionals correctly amounts for the static correlation between
the subsystems within the interacting system. We discuss the intrasystem steepening and the intersystem derivative discontinuity, that are both features of the
effective density-to-potential map and carry the relevant information about the
correlation present in the system. In particular, we like to carve out how the
intrasystem steepening differs to the widely in literature discussed intersystem
derivative discontinuity of DFT. Both features, are features of the exact effective
density-to-potential map that appear in the cuts of the density functionals, rather
than in the density dependence of the functionals in complete real-space. Further,
both features describe the electron localization over subsystems within a system
and directly amount for the static correlation present in the system. The steps
(1)-(6) in the paragraphs (A)-(C) sketch a systematic route on how to apply the
concept of the effective density-to-potential map to systems that consist of j subsystems and how this concept allows us to judge the quality of approximate
functionals.
(a) construction of the effective density-to-potential map
• First, partition the system into its subsystems (basins), e.g. using a Bader
partitioning scheme.
• Second, integrate the density over each subsystem and assign the integrated subsystem densities to the different basin, i.e. for j basins the densities n00,1 , ..., n00,j , i.e. the divide the density into its subsystem densities as
introduced in Eq. 117.
• Third, construct the effective density-to-potential map that now depends on
all subsystem densities. The electron localization over different subsystems
as well as the static correlation between two subsystems i and j is captured
in the density difference δn00,ij = n00,i − n00,j as functional of the potential
difference δvkl = Zk − Zl , where Zk and Zl are the maximal depth of the
external potential present in the considered basins k and l.
(b) features of the effective density-to-potential map
• Fourth, construct all possible effective density-to-potential maps.
• Fifth, find the maximum value of each of the the effective density-to-potential
maps that define the tensor
f ijkl = max

∂δn00,ij
.
∂δvkl

(194)

The tensor f ijkl allows us to quantify the intrasystem steepening in terms
of a mathematical more rigorous definition.
The tensor f ijkl stores the maximum value of the gradient of all possible effective
density potential maps in the system. Clearly, this value is not always unique
since the number of maxima depend on the number of the particles in the system
as well as on the collective behavior of particles and the choice of the partitioning
of the system into its subsystems. Approaching a degeneracy of the ground-state

6.2 illustrating the concepts in dft

energy leads to increasing, but bounded values of the tensor f ijkl . In the case of a
real degeneracy of the ground-state density, the functional value of f ijkl for given
ijkl diverges at integer N. The divergence of f ijkl shows that infinitesimally small
changes in the effective density-to-potential map have a significant influence on
the electron localization over all building blocks within the global system. The
divergence provides a clear criterion that the corresponding density-functionals
of arbitrary observables along the cut in the density difference between the building blocks obey the straight-line behavior. Contrary, the functional behavior corresponding to finite values of f ijkl have a well defined gradient along this cut
related to the intrasystem steepening of the effective density-to-potential map.
The concept of the intrasystem steepening has recently been introduced [248]
and shown to hold for correlated electron-photon systems [250].
Definition 6.1.1: The intrasystem steepening
The intrasystem steepening refers to the steepness of the gradient of the effective density-to-potential map and is a measure for the static correlation
between subsystems in a system. The intrasystem steepening directly tells us
how strongly the changes in the external potential affect the electron localization over the subsystems within the system. In particular, a steep gradient
indicates that small changes in the external potential lead to drastic changes
in the density. In the limit of decoupled systems, the intrasystem steepening
transitions into the well-known intersystem derivative discontinuity.
(c) judging the quality of approximate functionals
• Sixth, repeat the first five steps using the density of approximate functionals. The comparison between the exact and the approximate tensor f ijkl
allows to judge whether the considered approximate functional correctly
amounts for the correlation present in the system.
6 .2

6 .2.1

illustrating general concepts in dft with specific model
systems
Construction of the effective density-to-potential map

(I) Eective density-to-potential map of one-dimensional molecules

For fixed
distance d, we systematically tune the external potential given by the nuclear
charge of both atoms in the molecule. Here, we vary the parameter α in discrete
steps that allows us to simultaneously vary the nuclear charge of both atoms
while keeping the total nuclear charge (Z1 + Z2 = 2) of the system fixed. For
each external potential, we diagonalize the corresponding Hamiltonian. Therefore, we can directly access the exact ground-state wave function and density of
the system. Each atom of the diatomic molecule can be regarded as fragment of
the system. In the case of the hydrogen molecule, where α = 1, the fragments are
given by the individual hydrogen atoms. In the following, we apply the concept
of the effective density-to-potential map that allows us to analyze the correlation
between both fragments by a descriptor of significantly lower dimension. The
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dimension of the new descriptor reduces from the number of sites in the lattice
to the number of fragments in the system. Following the scheme (A)-(C) introduced in Sec. 6.1, first, we partition the system into its fragments. In the case of
the diatomic molecule, we simply divide the real-space into its left and right-half
space. Second, we sum the density over each half-space
M

M/2

n00,1 =

∑

n00 ( xi ) , and n00,2 =

i =1

∑

n00 ( xi ).

(195)

i = M/2+1

We refer to each fragment as an effective site in real space. Then the density difference between the integrated densities of both fragments becomes a density
difference between both effective sites, i.e.
δn00 = n00,1 − n00,2 .

(196)

In the case of a symmetric molecule, e.g. α = 1 as in Fig. 13, the density difference between the effective sites is always zero. In other words the electron density
over each half-space integrates to an integer value, i.e. two fragments with particle number N = 1. Third, we construct the effective density-to-potential map of
our system. Therefore, we introduce a potential difference between the fragments
that shifts density from one fragment to the other fragment within the system.
Here, we define the effective potential difference as the difference between the
minima of the wells given by δv = Z1 (α) − Z2 (α). For each external potential,
diagonalization of the Hamiltonian gives us back a real-space density. Fig. 14
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Figure 14: Effective density-to-potenial map of one-dimensional molecules that consist of
at most two subsystems separated by the distance d. Top panel: constructed
from the exact real-space densities similar to Ref. [237, 238]. Bottom panel:
constructed from the LDA densities. The depth of the molecular wells varies
from −5 to +5. This figure is adapted from Ref. [248].
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Figure 15: Derivative of the effective density-to-potenial map that we have shown in
Fig. 14 with the tensor f ijkl = f 1212 , which is the maximum value of the
derivative. Note, from left to right with increasing values of d, where the
system "breaks" into two mutually interacting fragments the value of f 0000 is
not unique. Top panel: constructed from the exact real-space densities. Bottom
panel: constructed from the LDA densities. The depth of the molecular wells
varies from −5 to +5.

shows the resulting effective density-to-potential map for different distances d between the fragments. Each pair of the effective density and the effective potential
is one point in the effective density-to-potential map of Fig. 14 as illustrated in
Fig. 16 for the effective map d = 8. The corresponding derivative of the effective density-to-potential map with respect to the potential difference between
both fragments is plotted in Fig. 15. Here, where we only have two subsystems,
the tensor f ijkl stores a single number for small distances and two numbers for
larger distances, where the system "breaks" into two mutually, but interacting
fragments. In our case f ijkl = f 1212 depends on the density difference δn00,12 and
the potential difference δv12 between both fragments that we have earlier denoted
by δn00 and δv. The local maxima correspond to the tunneling points [183]. The
finite value of f 1212 tells us that the gradient along the density difference between
both fragments is well defined. From left to right in Fig. 15 with increasing distance between the fragments, the value of f 1212 increases. The top panel in Fig. 15
corresponds to derivative of the exact effective density-to-potential map. The increase of the value f ijkl quantifies the intrasystem steepening that characterizes
the electron localization over the fragments within the system. In contrast the
divergence of the value f ijkl would correspond to the well-known derivative discontinuity of the density-to-potential map along the cut in the variable δnij . The
second row of Fig. 15 that displays the derivative of the LDA effective density-topotential map shows that the intrasystem steepening is not well captured by the
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for large distances d, i.e. the LDA underestimates the electron localization
over subsystems within the system.

LDA

δn00=0, δv=0
d
Z1

Z2

δn00=0, δv=0

S 1, n 1

S 2, n 2

Figure 16: Effective density-to-potenial map constructed from the exact real-space densities and their corresponding external potentials of one-dimensional molecules
that consist of at most two subsystems separated by the distance d, similar to
Ref. [237, 238]. This figure is adapted from Ref. [248].

(II) Exact density-to-potential map of a two-site lattice model

The dimension
of the two-site model allows us to construct the exact density maps in complete Fock-space including the zero to four particle states. The exact density-topotential map in complete real-space is determined by the pair δn00 and N. This
allows us to study the functional behavior along the cut in the variable δn00
and N. For fixed particle number N of the total system, the effective densityto-potential map of the two-site model, i.e. δn00 -to-δv, coincides with the exact density-to-potential map in complete real-space. For the two particle singlet
ground- and excited-states, Fig. 17 shows the density-difference as function of
the potential difference between both sites for different values of ϕ.
6 .2. 2

Analyzing the density-to-potential map

Fig. 14 shows the effective density-to-potential map of exact solvable models
of one-dimensional molecules, where the distance d between the fragments increases from d = 2 on the left to d = 8 at the right. Fig. 17 shows the groundand excited-state density-to-potential map for the two-particle singlet states of
the two-site lattice model. The qualitative behavior of the effective density-topotential map in Fig. 14 is well captured by the density-to-potential map of the
two-site lattice model shown in the first row of Fig. 17. We have imitated the
bond-stretching of the molecules by increasing the angle ϕ from ϕ = 0 on the
left to ϕ = π2 on the right, where ϕ → π2 relates to the distance of the fragments
as d → ∞. As introduced in Eq. 154 and Eq. 155 the angle ϕ determines the ratio
between the kinetic energy to the electron-electron interaction. From left to right,
the system transitions from a non-correlated one in the non-interacting electron
limit to a strongly-correlated one in the site-localized limit. From left to right, the
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Figure 17: Maps of two electrons in a singlet state on a one-dimensional lattice with two
sites. From left to right with increasing ϕ the electron-electron soft-Coulomb
interaction and the static correlation between both sites increases. We plot the
following quantities as function of the external potential. First row: Groundstate density in purple, second row: first excited-state density in light blue,
third row: second excited-state density in dark blue, fourth row: groundand excited state energies in corresponding colors of the density, fifth row:
Zoomed frames on the scale δv = ±0.5 in the limit of ϕ = π2 for the groundand first excited state density on the left and their corresponding energies on
1
the right that show an avoided crossing for ϕ = π2 − 100
and a real crossing
π
for ϕ = 2 . This figure is adapted from Ref. [248].

gradient of the density-to-potential maps plotted in Fig. 14 and Fig. 17 steepens
carrying the signature of the static correlation between the subsystems within
the system. This is nicely illustrated in the fourth row of Fig. 17 that displays the
eigenenergies of the two-particle singlet states E0 , E1 and E2 as function of the
external potential.
intrasystem steepening With increasing value of ϕ the eigenenergies of
the two-particle singlet states approach a degeneracy as indicated by a green arrow in Fig. 17 that points out the avoided crossing around δv = 0 in the limit
1
of ϕ = π2 − 100
. This signature of the static correlation is captured in the gradient of the effective density-to-potential map that steepens as the eigenenergies
approach the degeneracy. We have introduced this feature as intrasystem steepening. Similar the intrasystem steepening shows up while the fragments in Fig. 14
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are stretched in space. Note, on the scale from δv = −5 to δv = −5, for d = 8
in Fig. 14 it resembles that the gradient looses its one-to-one character in the
vicinity of δv = 0 (almost vertical lines in the map). However, this is solely a
scaling question. On the scale1 of the coupling strength between the fragments,
the map is still smooth and the relation between δn and δv is indeed one-to-one.
For finite coupling strength this map is invertible and the domain and co-domain
of the selected independent variable can be swapped. Fig. 14 and Fig. 17 show
ϕ=0

ϕ = π/2 − 1/10

ϕ = π/4

ϕ = π/2 − 1/100

0.10
0.05
δvhxc
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Figure 18: Exact Hartree xc potential as function of the density difference between two
sites in the lattice that host two electrons in a singlet state. From left to right
with increasing ϕ the electron-electron soft-Coulomb interaction and the static
correlation between both sites increases. This figure is adapted from Ref. [248].

the density as function of the external potential, but density functional theory
is rather considered about the inverse map. For ϕ 6= π2 , the domain and the
co-domain of our maps can be swapped 2 by exchanging the x- and y-axis as
we have done in Fig. 18 that shows the inverse map δvhxc -to-δn00 . Note, Fig. 18
shows only the exact Hartree xc part of the external potential as function of the
ground-state density that we have constructed by using the exact expression provided by Ref. [180]. The Hartree xc potential is the sum of the Hartree and the
xc potential given in Eq. 131 and Eq. 132. In the case of non-interacting electrons
ϕ = 0, the xc part vanishes.
disconnected limit For fully decoupled fragments, where each fragment
can be treated as isolated system, the Hilbert spaces of the fragments are disjoint.
In the two-site model, the isolated systems would be represented by two fully
disconnected individual sites. In this limit the particle exchange between the
sites is prohibited. The particle number of each isolated system can only take
integer values and the allowed discrete values of δn00 are therefore ±2 and 0.
Note, the meaning of δn00 that we have introduced as a quantity of the combined
system defined in the joint Hilbert space of both sites is no longer valid. Each
1 Numerically, for increasing values of d the step size in the region around δv = 0 has to be significantly reduced. This leads to an increase of the number of iteration steps required and comes
at increasing computational costs with increasing values of d. Therefore, to efficiently construct
the points of the map, we use an adaptive step size. While the step size of δv is reduced whenever the density difference is above a threshold, δv is increased whenever the density difference is
significantly below the threshold.
2 Note, earlier we have restricted the domain of ϕ to [0, π2 ]. In general, the map is not invertible
whenever the value of ϕ is a multiple of π2 .

6.2 illustrating the concepts in dft

site represents a disjoint physical systems with zero to two electrons. The HK
theorem applies for each site separately, but not to both uncoupled sites. The
density-to-potential map along the variable N is given by a set of discrete points
at integer values that without introducing a coupling can not be connected. In the
case of the hydrogen molecule this limit is reached at infinite separation of the
fragments, where each fragment is represented by an isolated hydrogen atom.
intersystem derivative discontinuity In the strictly-localized limit,
where ϕ = π2 , the electrons on the two sites kinetically decouple. However, both
electrons are still coupled via the non-local electron-electron interaction and the
external potential. This coupling between the two subsystems allows us to interpret one of the sites as a system that is coupled to an external particle bath
represented by the remaining site in the lattice. Therefore, the particle number
of the individual subsystems can also take fractional values and the discrete
variable δn00 becomes a continuous variable with values in between −2, 0, and
+2. The three two-particle singlet eigenstates represent three different physical
systems. The first and the second eigenstate of the Hamiltonian3
E
E
ϕ= π
ϕ= π
φ1 2 = ĉ1†↓ ĉ1†↑ |0i , and φ2 2 = ĉ2†↓ ĉ2†↑ |0i
(197)
correspond to a system where both electrons are located either on site one or two
in the lattice leading to the density difference δn00 = ±2. The third eigenstate
describes a system are where the electrons are delocalized over both sites and
the density difference between the sites becomes δn00 = 0, i.e.
ϕ= π2

φ3

E


1 
= √ ĉ1†↓ ĉ2†↑ − ĉ1†↑ ĉ2†↓ |0i .
2

(198)

The corresponding eigenergies of the eigenstates are plotted in the fourth row of
Fig. 17. Except in the points of the degeneracy, each fixed value of the external
potential favors one of the three different values of δn00 = ±2, 0 and the groundstate of one of the three described configurations becomes energetically more
favorable. In the moment where the value of δv switches its sign, the eigenstates
change their role and the eigenstate that has been the ground-state becomes the
second excited-state of the system and vice versa. In Fig. 17, we have highlighted
the ground-state energy in purple E0 , the first excited-state energy in light-blue
E1 and the second excited-state energy in dark blue E2 . In the strictly localized
limit ϕ = π2 the ground-state of the system becomes energetically degenerate in
two points around δv = δn00 = 0 indicated by the red arrow in the fourth row
of Fig. 17 that points out the real-crossing of eigenenergies. Due to the degeneracy of the eigenenergies, the density and the corresponding density functionals
along the cut in δn00 can be constructed as convex combination in the degenerate
subspace of the system using Eq. 112.
legendre transformation in density functional theory The Legendre transformation of E[v, N ] is FHK [n, N ]. The energy E[v, N ] is concave in
3 For ϕ = π2 the hopping parameter is set to zero. The remaining Hamiltonian Ĥ ϕ= 2 = Ŵ + V̂
M
†
commutes with the position operator x̂ = ∑m
=1 ∑σ xm ĉm,σ ĉm,σ with xm = −( M + 1)/2dx + mdx.
π
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Figure 19: Graphical illustration of the variable transformation in DFT in terms of the
Legendre transformation.

v [140] as can be seen in Fig. 19, where we have explicitly constructed E[v] for
the two-site lattice model system. Further, the energy E[v] is convex in the variable N [140]. The negative of the ground-state density −n is the dual variable
to v [140]. The functional FHK is concave in the variable n as can be seen in
Fig. 19 which also shows FHK [n] as the Legendre transformation of E[v, N ]. The
convexity of FHK [n] guarantees the existence of a global minimum and formally
underpins the HK theorem (the ground-state density n00 minimizes the FHK [n]).
Density-to-potential maps that can be reformulated in terms of the Legendre
transformation have well-defined domains and analytic properties. Not only that
the formulation of density functional theory in terms of the Legendre transformation circumvents the problem of v-representability as discussed in Sec. 3.2.4,
but also it provides an additional criteria to differentiate between the intrasystem steepening and the intersystem derivative discontinuity. The intrasystem
steepening is present in density-to-potential maps that have an exact one-toone correspondence. For maps that show the intrasystem steepening the Legendre transformation exists. The uniqueness condition breaks down in the case of
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density-to-potential maps that show the derivative discontinuity. Such maps are
constructible as convex combination in the degenerate subspace of ground-state
densities as defined in Eq. 112. Therefore, density-to-potential maps that show
the intersystem derivative discontinuity can not be formulated in terms of the
Legendre transformation. For the two particle singlet electrons on the two site
lattice model, we can explicitly construct the Legendre transformation of E[v].
Fig. 19 and Fig. 20 graphically illustrate the variable transformation between the
set of conjugated variables δv and δn for a few selected points v j and n j . The
figure on the left in the first row displays the energy as function of the external
potential color coded in blue. We explicitly construct the Legendre transformation for the point E0 = E(v = v0 ) highlighted by a circle and the dashed lines.
The figure on the right shows the conjugated variable of the of v. The conjugated
variable of v0 highlighted by a circle and dashed lines is explicitly given by
n0 =

∂E(v)
∂v

(199)

.
v = v0

The resulting linear equation ỹ = n0 v is plotted in the figure on the left color
coded in yellow. The shift highlighted in light-green in the figure on the left is
given by the HK functional evaluated at the point F0 = F (n = n0 ). The complete
Legendre transformation that is given by the HK functional F (n) is graphically
illustrated in the figure below. Fig. 20 illustrates the same procedure for two
additional points v1 and v2 .
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Figure 20: Graphical illustration of the variable transformation in ground-state density
functional theory given by the Legendre transformation exemplified for three
different points v j ↔ n j , where j = 0, 1, 2.

6.3

signatures of static correlation in density functionals

Features of the density-to-potential map carry the relevant information about
the static correlation in the system. In Sec. 6.2.2 we have identified these features
with the intra-system steepening and the inter-system derivative discontinuity.
ϕ
Both features directly transmit to the CI coefficients αq of the wave function as
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function of the density difference as we will exemplify for the two site model
in Sec. 6.3.1. As a consequence expectation values of arbitrary operators as functional of the ground-state density also carry such signatures of the static correlation along the cut in δn00 . For the two-site model, we exemplify this inheritance
for the expectation values and transition matrix elements as function of δn00 for
selected operators, i.e. in Sec. 6.3.2 and Sec. 6.3.3 for the ground- and excited
state energy and density along the cut in δn00 .
6 .3. 1

Exact density-to-wavefunction map

The exact ground-state density fully determines the external potential and in
principle, even fully determines the electronic ground-state wave function of the
system. In theory, the ground-state wave function can be considered as a functional of the ground-state density. In practice, the explicit density dependence of
the wave function, i.e. the wave"functional" form of Ψ0 [n00 ] remains unknown.
Further, as highlighted in Ref. [124], the inverse map Ψ0 → n00 is not unique and
- in contrast to the HK functional- the wavefunctional lacks well-defined domains
and analytic properties [124]. However, the wavefunctional formally connects
the fundamental descriptor Ψ[v] of Schrödinger wave mechanics with the fundamental descriptor of density functional theory n00 [v] allowing us to get direct
insight how properties of a quantum mechanical system such as static correlation transmit from the wave function based methods to the density based ones.
The same discussion holds for the ground-state as well as for the excited-state
wavefunctionals Ψ j [n00 ]. For our model system we explicitly construct the wave
function as functional of the ground-state density. We illustrate that features
such as the intrasystem steepening and the intersystem derivative discontinuity
of the density-to-potential map directly transmit to the density-to-wavefunction
map and hence, to arbitrary density-to-observable maps which can be directly
connected to the wavefunctional via Okl [n00 ] = hΨk [n00 ]| Ô |Ψl [n00 ]i .
exact configuration interaction coefficients as functionals of
the ground-state density The ground- and excited-state wavefunctionals are graphically well illustrated by the density dependence of their CI coefficients. For fixed ϕ, the CI coefficients of the exact ground- (k = 0) and excitedstate (k = 1, 2) wave functions are given by the projection of the interacting wave
function onto a complete set of Slater determinants Φq , i.e. explicitly given by
αq [δn00 , N ] = Φq Ψk [δn00 , N ] .
ϕ,k

ϕ

(200)

A different choice of the set of Slater determinants leads to a different set of CI
coefficients. Fig. 21 shows the CI coefficients, where we have projected the twoparticle singlet ground-state wave function of the two-site lattice Hamiltonian
onto the three two-particle singlet eigenstates of the kinetic operator T̂. Fig. 21
shows the CI coefficients for different coupling strength between the two sites.
Since all three CI coefficients are symmetric around δn00 , the density functionals
of other observables are also symmetric around δn00 = 0.

6.3 signatures of static correlation in density functionals

Figure 21: CI coefficients of the two-particle ground-state wave function. This figure is
adapted from Ref. [248].

intrasystem steepening of the ci coefficients Going from the noninteracting limit on the left to the strictly-localized limit on the right of Fig. 21,
the static correlation between the sites grows and the gradient of the CI coefficient
steepens.
intersystem derivative discontinuity of the ci coefficients Each
of the three different physical systems, where the value of δn00 is fixed at −2, 0,
or +2, and can be fully represented by a complete set of CI coefficients {α1 , α2 , α3 }
indicated by the dots in Fig. 21. The CI coefficients in the strictly-localized limit
are explicitly given by

1


,
for δn00 = −2

2
π
ϕ= 2
α1 [δn00 ] = √1 , for δn00 = 0

2


1
for δn00 = +2,
2,



√1 ,


2

ϕ= π
α2 2 [δn00 ] = 0,




− √1 ,
2




− 12 ,


ϕ= π
α3 2 [δn00 ] = √1 ,

2


 1
−2,

for δn00 = −2
for δn00 = 0
for δn00 = +2,

for δn00 = −2
for δn00 = 0
for δn00 = +2,
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Figure 22: Exact HK energy as functional of the on-site densities n00,1 and n00,2 for different coupling strengths. First three columns Hubbard-U-interaction and fourth
column soft-Coulomb. First row: Cut along the density difference between
the sites δn00 while the particle number is kept fixed at N = 2 Second row:
cut along the particle number N while the density difference is kept fixed
δn00 = 0 Third row: complete HK functional, pink diagonal highlights cut
plotted in first row, grey diagonal highlights cut in second row.

Using a linear interpolation indicated by the dashed-line style, we connect the
three dots that represent the CI coefficients at different integer values of δn00 .
6 .3. 2

Exact ground- and excited-state energy functionals

The HK functional that is the universal part of the ground- state energy functional (j = 0) and the excited-state energy functional (j = 1, 2) are given by the
expectation value
D
E
ϕ
ϕ
ϕ
Fjj [δn00 ] = Ψ2s,j λt ( ϕ) T̂ + λw ( ϕ)Ŵ Ψ2s,j .
(201)
Fig. 22 shows the ground-state HK functional of the two-particle singlet states for
different kinetic coupling strengths between the two sites. From left to right the
static correlation between the sites grows. As we have seen the static correlation
directly affects the density-to-potential map. The density dependence that carries
the signatures of the static correlation enters the wave function, and hence the
expectation value of Eq. 201. The third row of Fig. 22 shows a contour plot of the
ground-state HK energy as function of both on-site densities n00,1 and n00,2 , i.e.
the functional form in complete real-space of the system. The first three columns

6.3 signatures of static correlation in density functionals

show the functional for two electrons interacting via the on-site Hubbard interaction, while the fourth column shows the functional for two electrons that interact
via the non-local soft-Coulomb interaction. Both diagonals of the contour plot
represent specific cuts of the functional. In particular, the diagonal highlighted
in pink represents the cut along the variable δn00 and the grey diagonal represents the cut along the particle number N. Both cuts are explicitly shown in the
first and second row of Fig. 22.
non-local versus local electron-electron interaction From left
to right the sites kinetically decouple and the kinetic energy distribution tends
to zero while t0 → 0. Approaching this limit, the expectation value in Eq. 201
is dominated by the value of the electron-electron repulsion energy. This allows us to illustrate how the local and non-local electron-electron interaction
affect the value of the HK functional. The third column of the second row shows
FHK [ N, δn00 = 0] in the limit t0 = 0.001 for the Hubbard-interaction. In the local
on-site Hubbard-interaction a term is added to the value of FHK whenever two
electrons populate the same site. Therefore, the value of FHK is zero for N < 2.
In contrast, the non-local soft-Coulomb interaction contributes to FHK for N > 1.
intrasystem steepening of the hohenberg-kohn functional The
cut along the density difference between the sites in the first row shows the HK
functional as functional of δn00 , while the particle number of the total system is
kept fixed at N = 2. The intrasystem steepening that we have already seen in
the density-to-potential map in Fig. 17 is also visible in the HK functional. Note,
while t0 approaches zero, the ground-state energy comes close to a degeneracy
and the HK functional approaches the straight-line behavior. Nevertheless for
infinitesimal small values of t0 6= 0, the HK functional shown in the first row has
a well-defined gradient around integer values of δn00 4 as can be seen in the third
and fourth row of Fig. 22.
intrasystem steepening excited-state energy functionals Besides
the intrasystem steepening of the HK functional, the first and the second row of
Fig. 23 also illustrate the intrasystem steepening of the first and second excitedstate energy functional. The left figure of the fourth row shows a zoom of the
ground-state HK functional colored in purple. The figure on the right shows
the zoom of the first-excited energy functional colored in light-blue. The solid
and the dashed line in both figures show a comparison between the limit of the
1
intrasystem steepening, where ϕ = π2 − 100
, and the limit of the straight-line
behavior that is related to the intersystem derivative discontinuity where ϕ = π2 .

4 This can be formally shown by perturbation theory. We have perturbed the strictly localized states
by an infinitesimal small value of t0 . The discrete set of values of δn than transitions into a continuous variable that captures the functional behavior of the density-to-potential map in the highlylocalized electron limit, e.g. for ϕ = π2 . The corresponding density functionals of arbitrary observables along the cut in the variable δn00 have a smooth behavior with a well-defined gradient. [The
perturbation idea was suggested in a personal communication by V. Attalla]
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Figure 23: Universal part of the exact ground- and excited-state energy as functional
of the density difference between the sites for the two-particle singlet states
with soft-Coulomb interaction. From top to bottom: The first row shows the
second excited-state energy functional, the second row shows the first excitedstate energy functional and the third row shows the ground-state HK energy
functional. The figure on the left in the fourth row shows the ground-state
energy functional, while the figure on the right shows the first excited-state
1
energy functional in the limit ϕ = π2 − 100
and ϕ = π2 . The solid-line style
corresponds to the intrasystem steepening and the dashed-line to the straightline behavior that is related to the derivative discontinuity. From left to right
the static correlation in the system increases from the non-interacting limit,
where ϕ = 0 to the strictly-localized limit, where ϕ = π2 . This figure is adapted
from Ref. [248].

intersystem derivative discontinuity of the hohenberg-kohn functional The cut along the particle number in the second row of Fig. 22 shows
the HK functional as functional of N, while the density difference between the
sites is kept fixed at δn00 = 0. At integer values of N, the ground-state of the Nand N ± 1-particle system of the considered two-site model becomes degenerate,
allowing to construct the HK functional as convex combination in the degenerate subspace as defined in Eq. 112. As a consequence, the HK functional along
the cut in the variable N is piecewise linear and the straight-lines change their
slope at integer values of N. At these points, the derivative along the cut in N
becomes discontinues. This illustrates the well-known concept of the derivative
discontinuity.
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Figure 24: Ground- and excited state densities as functional of the ground-state density of the two-particle singlet states on two sites with soft-Coulomb electronelectron interaction. From top to bottom: The first row shows the groundstate density functional, the second row the first and the third row the second
excited-state density functionals. A detailed view of the intra-system steepen1
) and the inter-system derivative
ing (solid line style) in the limit ϕ = π2 − 100
discontinuity (dashed line style) in the limit of the excited-state densities can
be found in the figures on the right. This figure is adapted from Ref. [248].

6. 3.3

Exact excited- and transition-state density functionals

The excited- (k = j = 1, 2) and transition-state (k 6= j = 0, 1, 2) densities as
functional of the ground-state density are given by
δnkj [δn00 ] = hΨk [δn00 , N ]| Ô Ψ j [δn00 , N ] .

(202)

excited-state density functionals The first row in Fig. 24 shows the
ground-state density, the second row the first excited- and the third row the second excited-state density as functional of the ground-state density. Clearly, the
trivial functional behavior of the ground-state density in the first row remains
linear for different values of ϕ. However, in the limit of ϕ = π2 , following Eq. 112,
we have constructed the linear behavior by connecting the distributional points
via straight-lines indicated by the dashed-line. From left to right with increasing static correlation in the system, the gradient of both excited-state densities
steepens until the the gradient shows a discontinuity in the limit of ϕ = π2 . A
detailed view of the critical region of the excited density functionals is given on
the right-hand side of Fig. 24. While the intra-system steepening of the functional
in solid line style has a well defined gradient around δn00 = 0, the dashed line
illustrates the inter-system derivative discontinuity of the functional along the
cut in δn00 = 0 for ϕ = π2 .
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transition-state density functionals Practical linear response calculations in the framework of TDDFT usually replace the phase-dependent transition
densities by the phase-independent excited-state densities. For our model system,
Fig. 25 displays the absolute value of the transition-state densities from the first
to the second excited-state and from the the ground- to the first excited-state as
functional of the ground-state density. In the limit where ϕ = π2 the transition
state densities vanish. Both transition densities between the different states show
the clear features of the static correlation at points where their corresponding
eigenvalues come close to a degeneracy. For example, the detailed view of the
avoided crossing in Fig. 17 shows that the ground- and the first excited-state
have two symmetric points around δv = 0, where the corresponding eigenenergies come close to a degeneracy. The corresponding transition-state density
between the ground- and the first excited-state shows a double-well structure as
can be seen in the second row of Fig. 25.

Figure 25: Absolute value of the transition state densities as functional of the groundstate density of the two-particle singlet states on two sites with soft-Coulomb
electron-electron interaction. First row: Exact transition density from the
first to the second excited-state as functional of the ground-state density
δn12 (δn00 ). Second row: Exact transition density from the ground- to the first
excited-state as functional of the ground-state density δn01 (δn00 ). This figure
is adapted from Ref. [248].

6 .3. 4

Exact correlation entropy functional

We have introduced the intra-system steepening and the intersystem derivative
discontinuity as signatures of the effective density-to-potential map that carry
the relevant information about the static correlation in the system. Of particular relevance is the correlation entropy that is a measure of the correlation and
entanglement present in a many-body system [81] and the Slater rank [81, 82].
Fig. 26 displays the correlation entropy which increases with the mixing of the

6.4 summary

Figure 26: Intrasystem steepening and intersystem derivative discontinuity of the correlation entropy as functional of the ground-state density.This figure is adapted
from Ref. [248].

eigenstates as can be seen in the lower panel and the inset of Fig. 17. In the limit
of non-interacting electrons on the left, the correlation is zero. From left to right,
the gradient of the correlation entropy functional shows the intra-system steepening until the functional can be constructed as convex combination due to the
degeneracy of the ground-state for ϕ = π2 . The maximum value of the correlation entropy is reached in the strictly localized limit for δn00 = 0 where all three
eigenenergies are degenerate.
6. 4

summary

In this chapter, we have used the concept of the effective density-to-potential
map to analyze the correlation between subsystems within the system. We have
introduce the concept of the intrasystem steepening that is connected to the electron localization over the subsystems within the system. We have shown that
the effective density-to-potential map of the LDA density lacks the intrasystem
steepening. Further, we have illustrated how the intrasystem steepening and the
intersystem derivative discontinuity directly translate to the wavefunctional and
the functionals of arbitrary observables. A lack of the intrasystem steepening of
approximate functionals therefore results in errors in their corresponding observables.
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INTRASYSTEM STEEPING RELOADED - EXACT DENSITY
M A P S I N C O R R E L AT E D E L E C T R O N - P H O T O N S Y S T E M S

7. 1

introduction

In this chapter, we illustrate that the intrasystem steepening of the effective
density-to-potential maps discussed in the previous two chapters also shows up
in the maps of correlated electron-photon systems. The intrasystem steepening
is connected to the real-space signatures of the exact Kohn-Sham potential observed in Ref. [169]. The Kohn-Sham system is designed to yield the exact density
of an interacting many-body system. These steps and peaks are then universal
features in a sense that they are not only present in the xc potential of static and
dynamic processes within conventional ground-state DFT of purely electronic systems, but are also present in the Kohn-Sham systems of arbitrary correlated interacting systems. The question arises whether, and if yes, under which conditions
these real-space signatures appear in the xc potential of purely bosonic systems
or coupled fermionic-bosonic systems. Such systems include purely phononic or
photonic systems as well as coupled electron-phonon or coupled electron-photon
systems. The correlation in phononic systems has been studied in Ref. [251–254].
We show that features such as the intrasystem steepening and the intersystem
derivative discontinuity are also present in the cut along the particle number of
the density-to-potential map as well as the density functionals of arbitrary observables. In this chapter, we study the maps of electron-photon systems in the
framework of QEDFT.

7 .2

density-to-potential map for a single electron

We employ the Rabi-Hubbard model as discussed in Sec. 4.2, where a single
electron is coupled to the photon mode. In Fig. 27 (a), we show the case, where
we have a single electron on two sites, without electron-photon interaction, i.e.
λ = 0. Since electrons and photons do not couple, varying jext has no effect on
the density-to-potential map ∆n[vext ]. Therefore, the density-to-potential map is
determined by the external potential vext alone. The dependency of ∆n[vext ] on
vext is shown in the lower plot. We find a continuous and rather smooth mapping.
Since, we have restricted ourselves to a single electron, the density ∆n can have
values between [−1, 1], i.e. at these maxima values the electron is located on
one of the two sites. In Fig. 27 (b), we now introduce a finite λ, here λ = 0.1.
Now, if we couple the electronic and the photonic system (even for infinitesimal
The following chapter is based on the work of Dimitrov et al. to be submitted to Ref. [250].
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Figure 27: Single electron: the electron density ∆n as function of the external variables (vext , jext ) is shown in the first row. The second row shows the cut of
∆n(vext , jext ) as indicated by the dashed line in the upper plot both for different coupling strength of (a) λ = 0, (b) λ = 0.1, and (c) λ = 1.

coupling strength), we find that new normal modes are emerging, due to the
electron-photon correlation. In Fig. 27 (b), we plot the two-dimensional densityto-potential map ∆n[vext , jext ] for vext = [−5, 5], jext = [−50, 50], ω = 1 and t0 = 1.
The first emerging feature in the plot is that two new normal modes appear [160,
255], i.e. the photon and electron degrees of freedom become correlated. This
electron-photon correlation tildes the map as shown in the contour plot in the
top of Fig. 27. The antidiagonal cut in the plot is the new polaritonic degree of
freedom as shown in Fig. 27 on the bottom. We find a broad smearing of the
density-to-potential map. For the diagonal and the antidiagonal cut in Fig. 27,
we find the conditions
ṽext = vext − λ̃jext and j̃ext = jext + λ̃vext with λ̃ =

λ
.
ω2

(203)

These new coordinates are the new normal modes that are also illustrated in
Fig. 28. Due to the linear relation of vext and jext , we find a horizontal plot for
λ = 0, where the electrons and photons do not couple, and hence the photon
field has no influence on the electron density. The opposite limit is given if λ
approaches ∞ (λ → ∞), where we find a vertical plot in Fig. 28 and the electronic Hamiltonian is negligible compared to the electron-photon interaction in
the Hamiltonian.
Fig. 27 (c) shows the map for λ = 1. The plot is shown for vext = [−5, 5] and
jext = [−5, 5], hence the photon external variable is narrower. In comparison to
λ = 0.1, we find a steepening of the gradient in the density-to-potential plot.
However, we emphasize that the map for this setup is still continuous, in contrast to a true intersystem derivative-discontinuity, where we would find a dis-

7.3 density-to-potential map for two electrons

New normal modes for different coupling strength
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Figure 28: New normal mode for coupled electron-photon system.

continuous graph. We can conclude that the mapping becomes sharper for increasing electron-photon coupling strength λ reminiscent to the case of static
correlation [248] as discussed in the previous chapter.
7 .3

density-to-potential map for two electrons

Next, we analyze the two-site Rabi-Hubbard model in the two-electron subspace.
The density-to-potential map is plotted in Fig. 29. In (a), we show the mapping
for a electron-photon coupling strength of λ = 0.1, hence a weak coupling setup.
As in the case of the single electron, we also find here electron-photon correlation
by the appearance of new normal modes. While the upper panel show the twodimensional mapping ∆n[vext , jext ], in the lower panel, we show a antidiagonal
cut along the new normal mode. The most noticeable difference to Fig. 27 is that
∆n can now acquire values between −2 and +2 and in the mapping an intermediate step appears, where ∆n ≈ 0. If we now increase the electron-photon coupling
strength λ to λ = 1, we find a steeper density-to-potential map. Also the intermediate step is reduced in size. In Fig. 27 (c), we plot the mapping for λ = 2.
Here, we find that the intermediate step vanishes and around vext = jext = 0, the
mapping is very steep. In the Hubbard model discussed in the previous chapter,
the length of the intermediate step is directly connected to the parameter of the
Hubbard interaction U0 . Thus since, for strong electron-photon coupling this intermediate step vanishes, we can conclude that the electron-photon interaction
is capable of effectively reducing the electron-electron repulsion of the Hubbard
term in Eq. 180. Formulated differently, the electron-photon interaction mediates
an effective attraction between the two electrons with the effect that both occupy
the same site. Physically, we may interpret this finding such that the photons
cloud (screen) the electrons in the ground state, which effectively causes a reduc-
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Figure 29: Two electrons with U0 = 5: the electron density ∆n as function of the external
variables (vext , jext ) is shown in the first row. The second row shows the antidiagonal cut of ∆n(vext , jext ) as indicated by the dashed line in the upper plot
both for different coupling strength of (a) λ = 0.1, (b) λ = 1, and (c) λ = 2.
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Figure 30: Two electrons with U0 = 5 in mean-field approximation: the electron density
∆n as function of the external variables (vext , jext ) is shown in the first row.
The second row shows the antidiagonal cut of ∆n(vext , jext ) as indicated by
the dashed line in the upper plot both for different coupling strength of (a)
λ = 0.1, (b) λ = 1, and (c) λ = 2.

7.4 observables in qedft

map in the mean-field (classical) approximation, introduced in Eqns. 179-180. In
Fig. 30 (a), we plot the density-to-potential map in the regime of weak-coupling
(λ = 0.1). For the weak-coupling regime, we find a good agreement to the exact
calculations shown in Fig. 29. The first differences become more pronounced in
Fig. 30 (b). For the stronger coupling of λ = 1, we find in comparison to Fig. 29
(b) a broader intermediate step and also a lesser steepening in the map. The most
significant differences are clearly visible in the strong-coupling limit for λ = 2.
While in Fig. 29 (c) for the exact quantum calculation, we have seen the complete
vanishing of the intermediate step, in Fig. 30 we find still a remaining (finite) step
if the classical approximation is employed. Similarly, in Fig. 31 we show the exact and in Fig. 32 the mean-field approximated photon displacement variable as
functional of the external potentials. In both figures, from (a) to (c), we increase
the electron-photon coupling strength. Again the mean-field approximation fails
to describe the vanishing of the intermediate step in the strong-coupling limit
as can be seen by comparing Fig. 31 (c) with Fig. 32 (c). This clearly shows the
breakdown of the classical approximation. Only in the limit of λ → ∞, the classical approximation can correctly predict the vanishing intermediate step. This
brings us to the conclusion that this feature can be only correctly captured, if
electron-photon exchange correlation is taken into account. Thus, approximate
exchange-correlation functionals have to be developed to correctly predict such
features.
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Figure 31: Two electrons with U0 = 5: the photon displacement variable as function of
the external variables q ph (vext , jext ) is shown in the first row. The second row
shows the antidiagonal cut of q ph (vext , jext ) as indicated by the dashed line in
the upper plot.
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Figure 32: Two electrons with U0 = 5: the photon displacement variable as function of
the external variables q ph (vext , jext ) in mean-field approximation is shown in
the first row. The second row shows the antidiagonal cut of q ph (vext , jext ) as
indicated by the dashed line in the upper plot.
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Figure 33: Two electrons with U0 = 5: the photon number N = h â† âi as function of
the external variables (vext , jext ) is shown in the first row. The second row
shows the antidiagonal cut of N (vext , jext ) as indicated by the dashed line in
the upper plot. The third row shows the diagonal cut of N (vext , jext ). All plots
for different coupling strength of (a) λ = 0.1, (b) λ = 1, and (c) λ = 2.

7.4 observables in qedft

7. 4

observables in qedft

In the remaining part of this section, we now study the implications of the features of the density-to-potential map on observables. The first observable, we
study is the photon number in the system h N̂ i = h â† âi. In general, and in difference to electronic observables, such as ∆n, the photonic observables are unbound
due to their underlying bosonic nature. In Fig. 33 (a), we show N as functional of
the external potentials, N [vext , jext ]. In Fig. 33 (a), in the weak-coupling limit for
λ = 0.1, we find that the external potential vext has no large overall influence on
this observable and the harmonic nature of this observable is given by the external current jext . In the two lower panels, we plot diagonal and antidiagonal cut.
Since the observable is unbound, we can excite very high photon numbers, up to
1200 for the studied examples. Next in Fig. 33 (b), we show the case for λ = 1.0.
Here, we find that the external potential vext can alter this observable in cases,
where N is small. Around jext ∼ 0, we find a funnel-type structure of this observable which is connected to the intermediate step of the density-to-potential mapping shown in Fig. 29. In Fig. 33 (c), we show the strong-coupling limit for λ = 2.
Here, we find for the antidiagonal cut of the N [vext , jext ] map a sharp feature
around jext ∼ 0. However, we emphasize that this sharp feature is still continuous. Again this is connected to the sharp features in the density-to-potential map.
Also the new normal mode is clearly visible along the antidiagonal. In Fig. 34 we
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Figure 34: Two electrons with U0 = 5: the photon number N = h â† âi as function of
the internal variables (∆n, q) is shown for different coupling strength of (a)
λ = 0.1, (b) λ = 1, and (c) λ = 2.

now show the dependency of N [∆n, qα ] on the internal variables. Here, we find
that the appearing normal modes vanish for all three coupling strength. Qualitatively the weak-coupling λ = 0.1 and the strong-coupling for λ = 1 behave
similarly, while the mapping for λ = 2 has a constricted shape. In Fig. 35, we plot
the Hohenberg-Kohn functional [256] FHK as function of the external variables
vext and jext for the different coupling strength. The cut along the new normal
mode is shown in the bottom. In the weak-coupling limit, for λ = 0.1, we find
a rather smooth and harmonic curvature. For λ = 1, we find a similar feature
as in Fig. 33. In the strong-coupling limit, we again find a smooth map, however
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Figure 35: Two electrons with U0 = 5: the Hohenberg-Kohn functional FHK as function
of the external variables (vext , jext ) is shown in the first row. The second row
shows the antidiagonal cut of FHK (vext , jext ) as indicated by the dashed line
in the upper plot. The third row shows the diagonal cut of FHK (vext , jext ). All
plots for different coupling strength of (a) λ = 0.1, (b) λ = 1, and (c) λ = 2.
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Figure 36: Two electrons with U0 = 5: the total energy Etot as function of the external
variables (vext , jext ) is shown in the first row. The second row shows the antidiagonal cut of Etot (vext , jext ) as indicated by the dashed line in the upper plot.
The third row shows the diagonal cut of Etot (vext , jext ). All plots for different
coupling strength of (a) λ = 0.1, (b) λ = 1, and (c) λ = 2.

7.4 observables in qedft

the amplitude is smaller as for λ = 0.1. In Fig. 36, we show the total energy,
i.e. Etot = hΨ0 | Ĥ |Ψ0 i. From the weak- to the strong-coupling limit, we find a
rotation in the contour plots in the upper part of Fig. 36 that is the strongest for
λ = 2.0. In the cut along the normal mode for λ = 2 we find a the sharpening of
the observable-to-potential maps also visible in the density-to-potential map.
The next observable we study is the interaction energy Eint that can be defined
from Eq. 174 by Eint = ω hq̂ dˆi. It is connected to the exchange-correlation energy
by


Exc = Eint − Eint, mf = ω hq̂ dˆi − q d
(204)
The interaction energy Eint [vext , jext ] for the two-site Rabi-Hubbard model is shown
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Figure 37: Two electrons with U0 = 5: the interaction energy Eint = ω hq̂dˆi as function
of the external variables (vext , jext ) is shown in the first row. The second row
shows the antidiagonal cut of Eint (vext , jext ) as indicated by the dashed line
in the upper plot. The third row shows the diagonal cut of Eint (vext , jext ). All
plots for different coupling strength of (a) λ = 0.1, (b) λ = 1, and (c) λ = 2.

in Fig. 37 and the corresponding observable in mean-field approximation is
shown in Fig. 38. In (a), the weak-coupling is shown. We find here the new
normal coordinates and the intermediate step causes a distinguishable behavior
around ṽext ∼ 0. This intermediate step becomes smaller for λ = 1 shown in
(b). In the strong-coupling limit, the interaction energy has a vanishing step in
the exact solution of the problem shown in Fig. 37 (c). In contrast the mean-field
solution fails to correctly reproduce the exact sharp feature of the interaction energy. For λ = 1 the failure of the mean-field approximation can be traced back to
the mean-field energies that are plotted in Fig. 9. We find while the exact energy
is a concave function in ṽext , the mean-field energy shows a loop-like function in
the area highlighted in red in Fig. 9.
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Figure 38: Two electrons with U0 = 5: the interaction energy Eint,m f = ωqd in meanfield approximation as function of the external variables (vext , jext ) is shown
in the first row. The second row shows the antidiagonal cut of Eint,m f (vext , jext )
as indicated by the dashed line in the upper plot. The third row shows the
diagonal cut of Eint,m f (vext , jext ). All plots for different coupling strength of
(a) λ = 0.1, (b) λ = 1, and (c) λ = 2.

7 .5

four-site rabi-hubbard model

In the following, we consider a four-site Rabi-Hubbard model. We use this section to demonstrate the implications of the discussed modifications of the densityto-potential map under strong light-matter coupling. The extension of Eq. 174 to
four sites is straightforward and the Hamiltonian for half-filling (four electrons)
reads explicitly
3

Ĥ0 = −t0 ∑

∑

i =1 σ =↑,↓




4
†
ĉi,σ
ĉi+1,σ + ĉi†+1,σ ĉi,σ + U0 ∑ n̂i,↑ n̂i,↓

jext
+ ω â† â + ωλq̂dˆ +
q̂ + vext dˆ
ω

i =1

(205)

with dˆ = d0 (3n1 + n2 − n3 − 3n4 ). In this case, vext effectively is an external electric field, as routinely studied in electronic-structure calculations. Physically the
gradient of the dipole moment to the external electric field describes the electric
polarizability α [257]. In this spirit, we define the electric polarizability as follows
α[vext ] =

δd
,
δvext

(206)

where vext describes the external electric field applied to the system as defined
by Eq. 205. We note that for the two-site Rabi-Hubbard model studied in the
previous section, the polarizability α is the gradient of the density-to-potential

7.5 four-site rabi-hubbard model

map. Thus, the larger the gradient in the mapping becomes, the larger values
for the polarizability are obtained. In conducting polymers, it has been demonstrated that this high polarizability is directly connected to charge-transfer, i.e.
conductivity [257–259]. In Fig. 39, we show how the dipole moment d and the
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Figure 39: Four electrons with U0 = 2: the dipole moment d as function of the electric
field vext is shown in the first row. The second row shows the polarizability
α as defined in the main text. All plots for different coupling strength of (a)
λ = 0, (b) λ = 1, and (c) λ = 2.

polarizability α as function of the applied external potential vext change under
strong light-matter coupling. Without coupling, shown in Fig. 39 (a), we find that
the dipole moment develops three quasi-stationary regions and can take values
between −8 and 8. These extremal values corresponds to the situation, where
two electrons occupy the outermost site and the other two electrons occupy the
neighboring site. In the lower panel of the figure, we plot the polarizability α
as defined in Eq. 206. We find two peaks in between the stationary regions of
the dipole moment. If we now increase the electron-photon coupling, shown in
Fig. 39 (b) for the case of λ = 1, we find that similarly as reported in the previous section, the dipole moment as function of the external potential steepens
and the step around vext ∼ 0 get more narrow. Accordingly, the two peaks in
the polarization shown in the bottom panel get close together and have larger
amplitude in comparison to the setup in Fig. 39 (a). For strong-coupling that is
here λ = 2 shown in Fig. 39 (c), we find that the middle step completely vanishes and also the two peaks shown in the bottom panel collapse into a single
high amplitude peak. This can be interpret such that for neutral systems that do
not have a permanent dipole moment, we find a very high polarizability, if the
system is strongly coupled to a single photon mode.
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7 .6

summary

In this chapter, we have generalized the concept of the intra-system steepening and demonstrated its applicability for strong light-matter coupling. We have
shown how the density-to-potential map in ground-state QEDFT can be expressed
as functionals of the internal variables. For a two site model, we have demonstrated how this mapping is modified under strong-light matter coupling. Additionally, we demonstrated how this affects observables that are functional of the
internal and the external variables. For a four-site model with four electrons, we
have explicitly constructed the electric dipole moment as function of the external
electric field and the polarizability of the system under strong light-matter interaction. These results of the increase in the polarizability are directly relevant for
experiments such as in Ref. [49], where an increase in conductivity for organic
semiconductors in strong coupling was measured.

Part IV
S U M M A RY & O U T L O O K - G O I N G B E Y O N D M O D E L
SYSTEMS
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In this work, we have illustrated fundamental concepts of DFT and groundstate QEDFT by investigating their underlying fundamental maps. While DFT exploits the map between the ground-state density and the local external potential, ground-state QEDFT exploits the map between the set of internal variables
(α)
(n(~r ), qα ) and the set of external variables (vext (~r ), jext ). For simple but general
interacting lattice models we have constructed and analyzed the relevant maps
in DFT and QEDFT from weak to strong coupling between fragments within the
system. Of particular interest is the electronic ground-state density that is the internal variable in DFT as well as one of the internal variables in QEDFT. The exact
xc potential of realistic systems is unknown. The exact density-to-potential map
as well as the effective density-to-potential of model systems help to learn about
the unknown xc potential of realistic systems.
Furthermore the density-to-potential map helps to develop observable functionals. Such functional expressions of arbitrary observables are a crucial ingredient
for the practicability of DFT and QEDFT. Additionally, the density-to-potential
map helps to identify and understand novel physical effects and situations such
as the reduced dipole map in the four-particle case, where very high polarizability is found in the strong-coupling case. These results of the increase in the
polarizability are directly relevant for experiments such as in Ref. [49], where
an increase in conductivity for organic semiconductors in strong coupling was
measured. Constructing the density-to-potential map helps us to identify and
understand such drastic changes.
In particular, we have used the concept of the effective density-to-potential map
to illustrate how static correlation is captured in the exact maps between conjugated pairs of variables. As subsystems in DFT, we refer to the spatially separated
fragments that contain different electrons, e.g. atoms in a molecule or the individual sites in a two-site lattice model. In the models that we have used to illustrate
the concepts of DFT, we have tuned the correlation by the parameter d and ϕ that
determine the spatial distance between the subsystems and the ratio between
electron-electron repulsion and the kinetic energy. As subsystems in QEDFT we
refer to the individual fragments of the matter part and to the field part. To
study the correlation in the models that we have used to illustrate the concepts
of QEDFT we have tuned the parameter λ that determines the coupling strength
between the matter and field part, and the ratio between electron-electron repulsion and the kinetic energy. To characterize the correlation between the above defined subsystems, we have introduced the concept of the intrasystem steepening
and discussed how it relates to the well-known intersystem derivative discontinuity. Both features are features of the effective density-to-potential map along
specific cuts of the real-space density that are linked to the electron localization
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over subsystems within the system. The intersystem derivative discontinuity describes the functional behavior along the particle number of the total system
while the system is weakly coupled to an external bath (due to the coupling we
regard both as subsystems otherwise the particle number of the system could
not change). The straight-line behavior with the related intersystem derivative
discontinuity is an exact condition whenever the ground-state energy as function of the external potential coincides with a real degeneracy. The intrasystem
steepening instead shows the functional behavior along the cut in the variable δn,
i.e. the density difference between weakly-to-strongly coupled subsystems with
non-degenerate ground-state. With increasing coupling strength, the intrasystem
steepening is a feature that sharpens whenever the eigenenergies as function of
the external potential approach a degeneracy. In the limit, when the eigenenergies show a real-degeneracy, the intrasystem steepening transitions into the
well-known intersystem derivative discontinuity, and functionals F [δn] show the
straight-line behavior. Both features are related to processes which change the
particle number of an subsystem in time and characterize the static correlation
between the subsystems.
We carved out that the intrasystem steepening and the intersystem derivative
discontinuity are conceptually different features within DFT. Furthermore, we illustrated that the features of the density-to-potential map directly transmit to
the wavefunction-to-density map. For our model systems, we have constructed
the ground-state wavefunctional and the functional dependency of selected observables. As examples for electronic observables we have shown the density
dependency of the ground- and excited state energies, the ground- and excited
state densities, and the correlation entropy. As example of photonic observables
we have shown the photon number. All of the shown functionals are affected by
the intrasystem steepening and the intersystem derivative discontinuity.
The intrasystem steepening is linked to processes where particles are transferred
from one fragment to another fragment within a system of fixed particle number
such as stretched molecules, charge-transfer processes and any problem involving highly localized electrons. We expect approximate functionals may fail to
describe such problems because of the lack of the intrasystem steepening feature.
Given the relevance of the above mentioned problems it is crucial to develop improved density functionals that capture this exact condition of the exact densityto-potential and density-to-wavefunction maps. In the highly localized electron
limit the exact xc-functional does not present a straight line behavior but rather a
sharp but differentiable one. To improve the accuracy of DFT and QEDFT observables, approximate functionals should capture both, the intersystem derivative
discontinuity and the intrasystem steepening respectively.
For future work, these ideas will have impact on the role of the electron-electron
interactions for functional development for conventional density-functional theory and we will study the density-to-potential maps in full real-space. We are
optimistic that the development of functionals in the case of the electron-photon
interaction can be complementary to the functional development of electron-
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electron interaction and thus allows for new routes in the search of novel functionals. With this in mind the results of model systems as the ones we have
studied in this work can be extrapolated to larger, i.e. more realistic molecular
systems.
Our results allow to learn about the exact properties of any desired functional,
to test approximate functionals and how the approximate functional perform to
describe the properties of different types of systems, in particular from weak to
strong coupling. Our approach e.g. allows to learn about the kinetic energy functional which is of interest in orbital free DFT [260]. Further, our results also allow
to get insight about spin DFT functionals as the magnetization of the N electron
system can be written in terms of the ground-state density similar to the observables we discussed in this thesis. This is a way to tackle the known problems
of spin DFT [122, 261] that will require going beyond present adiabatic functionals. Many physical processes can be theoretically analyzed and understood by
studying simplified model systems such as exactly solvable one-dimensional lattice models. In this thesis we have analyzed an important exact condition of the
density-to-potential map. The next step is to transfer the gained insight from the
lattice model Hamiltonians to real continuous systems. Such realistic systems
are in contact with their environment and can change in time. Therefore, the intrasystem steepening should be also studied within the framework of TDDFT.
As seen in Fig. 16 the effective density-to-potential map in the LDA approximation lacks the intrasystem steepening directly leading to errors in the dissociation
energy as shown in Fig. 12. Beyond the results shown in this thesis we have tried
different ways to fix this shortcoming of LDA by employing the insights from the
exact maps of the two-site lattice model. Using the LDA allows to study large
realistic systems, where no exact solution can be obtained. However, for strongly
correlated systems we have discussed that the LDA can lead to wrong results.
Therefore, we aim at curing the LDA density of the realistic system within the
self-consistent cycle at each iteration step. The idea is to relate the LDA system
to a two-site system that can be solved exactly. This exact solution then leads to
corrections for the LDA solution. One of the major problems we encountered is
how to relate the model parameters of the real-space description to the reduced
few-site model. We find that simple schemes such as using the LDA kinetic and
electron electron interaction energy of the real-space model as input parameters
for the reduced few-site model could not correctly reproduce the features of
the exact density-to-potential map. Therefore, we have come to the conclusion
that more sophisticated methods that allow to construct the mapping from realspace to few sites in a consistent manner should be applied. Such methods are
for instance embedding and coarse grained methods, e.g. DMET [152, 262, 263]
that allows to decompose the system by applying the Schmidt decomposition.
We are optimistic that in this way the insight from the model systems can be
directly transferred to more realistic systems. The framework of DMET allows
to go from model systems to realistic three-dimensional systems in a consistent
manner. Work along these lines is in progress.
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